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Architects Begin
Centennial Events

Sculptor Jason Seley's latest creation with
automobile bumpers is an equestrian
statue more than 10 feet tall inspired by
the loth century Italian artist Andre Del Verrocchio's monumental bronze statue
of Condottiere Bartolomeo Colleoni. Seley's statue will be among the works
exhibited by Art Department faculty in the Dome Gallery of Sibley Hall Oct. 5
through 21.

Colleoni II

The College of Architecture, Art and Planning will open its one
hundredth year anniversary activities with an exhibition of works by
faculty in the College's Department of Art. Sojne 30 paintings, drawings,
prints and sculptures will be on exhibit in the Dome Gallery of Sibley Hall
Tuesday (Oct. 5) through October 2 1 . The gallery is open to the public
weekdays from 8:30 a m to 5 p.m. and on Saturdays from 8 a.m. to
12.30 p.m. It is closed on Sundays. Kermit C. Parsons, dean of the
college, pointed out the exhibition is but one of a series of events
scheduled through the 1971-72 academic year in celebration of the
college's centennial.
The year long activities, which
since it opened its doors with 23 students
will
include
a
number
of
and one faculty member in September,
exhibitions of work by the faculty
187 1 Today there are some 50 faculty
and
students
in the
various
and nearly 500 students.
departments of the college, will
The school has experienced three
culminate with a conference next
periods of dynamic growth. In the decade
prior to World War I, the study body grew
spring.
from 60. the average during most of its
Details of the conference are still being
previous history, to 1 60
developed It will deal, he said, with the
overall subject of environmental design
In the 1920s the student body reached
and will include leading architects and
nearly 200 but began to decline during
educators in the field from this country
the 1930s. And. of course, enrollment
dropped sharply during World War II In
and Europe
1946 the enrollment skyrocketed to 2 1 0
"The conference will serve the dual
from the previous years figure of 80
purpose of recognizing the past while
preparing for the future," Parsons said.
In the 25 years since, enrollment has
"While it is important to celebrate past
climbed steadily to its current figure of
and current successes." he said, "it is
nearly 500 students where it appears to
be leveling off. The graduate program has
even more Important to lay the
shown the grestest growth since World
groundwork
for
tomorrow's
War II. Just after the war there were some
accomplishments. Much of the college's
20 graduate students as compared to
efforts in its centennial year will be
today's figure of 140
devoted to setting its course for the
future."
Graduate student enrollment in the
"There is a great deal of new
planning field has increased from 10, 20
knowledge." he said, "in the areas of
years ago to more than 90 today. During
building and computer sciences, graphics,
the same period, graduate students in
and behavioral sciences and various areas
architecture have increased from three to
a current figure of 35. Twenty years ago
of technology that are continually adding
there were two graduate students in art.
to and modifying the mainstream of
Today there are 12
architecture education."
Continued on Page 9
The college has had a varied history

Biology Division Faces Crowding
I he
he Division of Biological Sciences, bursting at the
the
Mam* this fail
hi irnanninn interest
intaraa*in
inthe
th« life
lifesciences,
«r«nr«<i
seams
fall hw
by burgeoning
is revising its courses and experimenting with audiovisual teaching techniques to relieve some of the
pressures of staff and space
Straddling the New York State College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences and the College of Arts and Sciences,
the division has been described as "an administrative
horror" by some of those who must solve the space and
staff problems.
A total of 204 out of 525 freshmen in the State College
of Agriculture and Life Sciences — about 40 per cent of
the class — is majoring in biological sciences. The
College of Arts and Sciences had about 240 of its 965
freshmen sign up this fall for biology — 25 per cent of
the class.
Latest statistics on teaching activity show that in 1 97071, the division taught 29,948 student credit hours, an
increase of 19 per cent from the 25.173 credit hours
taught a year earlier. This represented 30 per cent of all

hours taught in the Agriculture College and 5 per cent of
of
>llhours
hn,.r<taught
tumhtininArts
i'rteand
anHSciences
Scionraii
all
Richard D O'Brien, director of the division, and Stanley
A Zahler, associate professor of microbiology and
chairman of the division's Curriculum Committee, are
seeking ways and means of containing the bulging
division.
The division has a full-time faculty of 67. Forty-four
other faculty members hold joint appointments between
the division and the Colleges of Engineering, Arts and
Sciences. Agriculture and the New York State Veterinary
College

B.

f~\
v j/ne
n e change
change being
being attempted
attempted isIS the
the dropping
dropping ofof
"monster" freshman courses with hundreds of students.
Last year about 1,700 students were taking two such
courses. This year more than 1,800 students are enrolled
in freshman courses. But the popularity of the course
offerings makes this problem difficult to solve For
example, a new course in the division for non-biology
majors baing taught this semester by Associate Professor
Antonie Blackler was quickly oversubscribed with 620
students.
As a result of pressures, a course by Assistant
Professor Jeffrey M. Camhi which had been planned for
next year has been offered this fall. It is being taught on a
pilot scale with 1 5 students.
Pressures quickly built up, too, in a beginning course in
microbiology. Last year's enrollment of 1 70 in the course
almost doubled this year when 31 5 signed up About 50
who signed for the course could not take the associate

basically. O'Brien said, the division's woes can be
summed up in a few words: too few teaching assistants
and not enough space, particularly laboratory space.
"The colleges are very sympathetic to our space
needs," he said, "and have been as helpful as they can be
when teaching assistants are needed. The squeeze is for
Continued on Page 8
space more than anything else "
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Faculty Supports Plane
On COSEP Handbook
Statements by Cornell President Dale R. Corson
and Norman Penney, dean of the faculty,
supporting Provost Robert A. Plane in his handling
of the COSEP (Committee on Special Educational
Projects) Handbook, and a resolution reaffirming
confidence in the provost were the major events in
the meeting of the University faculty on Thursday.
Sept. 23
Hall, the first full faculty
ied with prepared
I Penney (complete? texts
'h the

que;
fact.;-

certai
Corv,
18-minu;
that he was departing from the recent custom of
commenting on the state of the University at the
first faculty meeting in order to make a statement
on wha*he called "the controversy over the COSEP
Handbook."
He spoke briefly on the position of higher
education at present, pointing out that a loss of
public confidence continues and that "the financial
problems of higher education continue apace, with
more and more institutions finding themselves in
financial trouble,"
Corson then reviewed the history of the COSEP
Program and the development of the Handbook
which was released on Sept. 17. He said he

believed the matter of the Handbook was "properly
handled. If anyone believes that I would have
handled the situation differently he is mistaken. The
Provost acted properly in my opinion and he has
my complete support." he said
In closing Corson urged the faculty to
concentrate its efforts "toward constructive ends"
on educational problems. "The problems we face
have I
jnsequences for the future of
the Ui
iey require all the intelligence
that can be brought to bear by
half way satisfactory

;OSEI
st did

Randel Named Chairman
Of Music Department
Don M. Randel, associate professor of music, has been elected
chairman of the Department of Music by the executive committee of
the Board of Trustees.
Randel joined the Cornell faculty in July, 1968, as an assistant
professor. His appointment as associate professor became effective
July 1
From 1966 to 1968. Randel was an assistant professor in the
Department of Fine Arts at Syracuse University. He held a summer
research grant at Syracuse in 1967. and humanities faculty research
grants at Cornell in 1 969 and 1970
He was named editor-in-chief of The Journal of the American
Musicological Society this spring. The publication was previously
1948 to 1951 by Donald J Grout, now the
if Musicology, Emeritus

wish to

Representatives)
i
commitment was to satisfy himself tl
objections to the so-called Gross
been met "
Two faculty members made comments following
the statements by Corson and Penney. One offered
his explanation to the faculty as to why he had
made certain public statements on the handling of
the COSEP Handbook. The other urged that
guidelines for communicating with the press be
established for the permanent executive committee
of the FCR.
In responding to a question on CAL, Corson said
he had "strongly urged" the chairman of the Board
of Trustees not to modify the decision to sell the lab
and that the chairman had agreed with this view.
Continued on Page 15

Office" (Prina
"An Index to the Cha
thcoming
from the
.
He served
as book review editor for Notes
of the Music Library Association
from 1968 to 1970
A council member of the
American Musicelogical Society,
Randel is secretary-treasurer of
its New York State Chapter
Randel is currently on study
leave in Spain with his wife, the
former Mary Malcolm Gaylord,
where they are working on
secular Spanish polyphony of the
sixteenth century.

Don M. Randel

New Quarterly Review Criticizes the Critics
The literary world awaits a St,
whose
auspices
the
new
George to slay the monstrosities
magazine is being published.
that all too often are allowed to
Some 4,000 copies were printed
pass as valid criticism, according
in the first issue which came off
;
to French essayist-philosopher,
the presses last week. The
Michel Foucault. He makes this,
magazine is available at local
point in the first issue of
newsstands at $1.50 and will be
Diacritics,
Cornell's
newly
sold by subscription through its
established quarterly review of
offices at 278 Goldwin Smith
contemporary criticism.
Hall. The rates are $5 a year.
In his essay. Foucault identifies
$9 50 for two years, and $14 for
a few monsters he thinks should
three years.
be slam. One is the work of
Negotiations
are
now
leading Amencaa literary critic
underway for national and
George Steiner.
international distribution of the
magazine in the appropriate
Foucault, a professor at the
markets, Grossvogel said.
College de France, and author of
"Not only does Diacritics
"Madness and Civilization" and
provide a much needed forum for
"The Order of Things." provides
critics of literary criticism," said
a thorough "how-to-course" in
Grossvogel, "but it is also
the slaying of a "Monster-critic."
designed to provide for a much
After repeated thrusts at
broader critical forum than has
Steiner's work. Foucault finally
been the practice among literary
lays his victim to rest with the
reviews."
following:
"The magazine," he said,
"Patently: it' is necessary to
"addresses itself to all the arts to
oppose vigorously the notion that
which the word is central — not
Mr Steiner could be devoid of
only books and reviews of books,
talent. Not only does he reinvent
but also films and drama. The
what he reads in the book, not
first -issue, for example, has
only does he invent that which
two full-length film review
was not there, but he invents that
articles.
to which he objects, he invents
the works to which he compares
"It will consider these works,
the book, he even invents the
hopefilly. without losing sight
author's own books.
of the fundamental human
concepts of our time," he said.
"It is shame for Mr. Steiner
A MOUNT FOR ST GEORGE — Prof David I Grossvogel ponders the first
As a means to this end it
that Borges, who has genius, has
issue of Diacritics, the new literary review of which he is editor. He sees the
invites
the critical focus of the
already
invented
criticism
new magazine as a vehicle for would-be St Georges to slay literary dragons.
social scientist as well as the
fiction."
humanist; the anthropologist as
"Foucault's essay," according
purpose of the new magazine. In extend the metaphor "
well as the literary scholar. For
to David I Grossvogel. editor and
a sense we are providing would
Grossvogel is chairman of
be St. Georges with a mount or
originator of Diacritics, "in many
Cornell's
Department
of example, he cited an interview in
battle field, however you wish to
ways illustrates the reason and
Romance
Languages
under the current issue with French

Claude
Levi
anthropologist
Strauss.
Other articles include Erich
Segal on "Arbitrary Satyncon:
Petronius and Fellini" written in
light of Frednco Fellim's last
movie,
"Satyncon."
Segal,
author of "Love Story" and
"Yellow Submarine," is an
associate professor of classics
and comparative literature at
Yale University.
The other contributors to the
first issue include essayists,
authors and scholars from both
Cornell and abroad: Gian-Paolo
Biasin, Dominique Fernandez,
Angus Fletcher, Em'mett Gossen,
R
Ricardo
Gullon, Steven
Ungar and Tzvetan Todorov.
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'They Wouldn't Harm a Fly'

Senate Sets
Election For
Employes

Student Has Slithery Friends
When Guido Dingerkus saunters across
the campus's green lawns, some of those
who know him wave but give him wide
berth
It's not that the six-foot, three-inch
blond uses the wrong deodorant or
anything personal like that — they just
don't like the company he keeps
A freshman zoology student, young
Dingerkus often totes his company around
the campus with him in a suitcase. That
may be all right — except that his pals are
an eight-foot-long python named George
and a six-foot boa constrictor named
Mary. And some people get fidgety
around such company.
"But," the 18-year-old student from
Monroe explains, "They're perfectly
harmless and they're awful good
company. Why, they wouldn't harm a fly."
Besides George and Mary, Gudio
startles his human friends by keeping
company with Tammy, a four-foot rainbow
boa; Irving, a giant scorpion, and Herman,
a bright red tarantula. He also has several
lizards, rats and assorted insects. They'll
all housed in the Jordani Room in Stimson
Hall, the zoology building at Cornell
Gudio acquired some of his snakes
while doing some research back in
Monroe-Woodbury High School where he
used to "milk" rattlesnakes to determine
how fast they could reproduce the venom

extracted. He got some of his other prizes
by traveling about the country. He
acquired still others through pen pals who
swapped things with him
Besides his living animals, Guido has a
fine collection of more than 20,000
preserved reptiles, birds, mammals, skulls,
skeletons, minerals, fossils and shells.
Right now. some of these are in his
modest two-bedroom home in Monroe
where he has a museum and laboratory in
his basement. But his mother is moving to
an apartment soon and he'll have to
transfer them to a small room he's trying
to get in Fernow Hall on the Cornell
campus.
Guido takes his snakes to laboratory
sessions where they are used to study
locomotion in reptiles. He used to carry
them around in a brief case, but this got
too small and he now uses suitcases
"George gave me some trouble the other
day." Gudio said "He bruised his nose in
the suitcase coming up in the car from
Monroe and I was afraid the infection
might spread to his mouth So I took him
to the Vet College. It took four people to
hold him down and two others to work on
him."
Guido said the veterinarians took their
python patient in stride, but some of the
vet students looked a little startled by it all.
"Poor George," he said. "We had to put

iodine on his nose and he didn't like that
much."
The young animal lover said he's never
been bitten by a poisonous snake but that
a poisonous scorpion once stung him.
sending him to a hospital for two days.
This happened three years ago in
Douglas. Ariz, where he was hunting
scorpions
"Luckily, I had some anti-venom along
and gave it to myself." he said "I make
,sure I have a supply of it in Stimson Hall,
too "
While he loves all types of snakes, he
said, he'd much rather work with a big
king cobra than a rattlesnake. Rattlers, he
said, coil into an S-shape and their
muscles are so well developed that they
can strike four times in a second. The
speed of their heads while striking has
been clocked at 100 miles an hour
Cobras, on the other hand, rear upward
and since they have weak muscles, they
actually fall forward when striking and this
takes between four and five seconds
Guido says he's very careful not to let
his animals annoy his other friends, but
sometimes a slip occurs. Like the last time
his roommate, Andrew MacKay, a pre-vet
student from West Hemstead. reached for
Guido's binocular case to take out some
field glasses.
"I opened up the case, and out flew this
parrot." young MacKay said "It scared
the hell out of me."
The parrot is now safe in a cage in
Guido's room ... along with several fish in
two 20-gallon tanks.
"At least nobody is afraid of my fish,"
Guido said.

CDIS: Seek Deferment Anyway
Male members of the Cornell freshmen class are
advised by the Cornell Draft Information Service to apply
for deferments from the draft if they so desire, even
though-the new draft law says such deferments can not
be granted.
The section of the law that says this year's freshmen
may not receive student deferments could be successfully
challenged, said Kenneth Deschere. a 1971 graduate,
director of the service. The challenge would be based on
the contention that denying a deferment to a freshman
who applied for it before the law was passed would be
retroactive and. thus; illegal.
The new draft law, which was passed by the U.S.
Senate Tuesday and is expected to be signed soon by the
President, extends the draft for another two years.
Inductions, which have been halted since the basic
induction authority expired June 30. will resume as soon
as the President signs the bill.
The law eliminates deferments for persons who were
not enrolled in college during the 1970-71 academic
year and allows postponement of the induction of a
college student who has no deferment until the end of the

3

current term or. if he is in his last academic year, until
that year is over.
It also improves a registrant's procedural rights by
allowing him to request a written report on an adverse
ruling by a draft board, to present witnesses and require a
quorum at his personal appearance before the draft
board and to have a personal appearance before an
appeal board.
Upperclassmen. if they were enrolled, and in good
standing during the 1970-71 year, may still retain their
present deferments or may apply for student deferments,
Deschere said.
A student who is not eligible for or does not have a
deferment may receive a postponement. The difference
between a deferment and a postponement is significant.
Deschere explained.
A student with a deferment cannot receive an induction
order. A postponement may be obtained only after an
induction order is received It does not cancel the order it
just delays it.
A student with a deferment has at least 60 days in
which he may pursue various avenues of appeal relating

A significant increase in candidates for
employe seats on the University Senate
will make competition tougher in the
coming by-elections, which will begin
Thursday. Oct 7
Eight employes, six non-exempt and
two exempt, will be added to the Senate
through these elections. The addition of
the employe representatives will raise the
number of senators from 132 to 140 and
will bring total employe representation to
13—nine non-exempt and four exempt.
An exempt employe is one whose pay is
not regulated by the standards set by the
Fair Labor Standards Act.
Non-exempt employes will receive their
ballots with their Oct 7 paychecks. Ballots
for exempt employes will be mailed by
campus mail Monday (Oct 4). All ballots
are due in the Senate office by 5 p.m.
Friday. Oct 15
In the coming election, 17 persons are'
running for the six non-exempt seats In
the last Senate election in February, seven
non-exempt employes ran for three
Senate seats
Fjve exempt employes are running for
the two new seats in the current election,
while seven ran for two seats in the
February election.

Toxic Plant Removal
Last spring a Senate sub-committee
inquiry into the illness of a child who
reportedly ate some small berry-type
fruits similar to those found on
evergreens
and
other
shrubs,
recommended as a possible solution to
preventing a re-occurrence that a
program enlisting the aid and
cooperation of parents be initiated in
the fall for the removal of these colorful
berries from the shrubs.
Consequently,
Eugene
Dymek,
Director of Life Safety Services, is
requesting the assistance of everyone
living in Hasbrouck. Pleasant Grove
and Cornell Quarters apartments to
take a few minutes from their busy
schedules to check the plantings near
their,apartments, and remove any berry
type fruits growing on them.

to his induction or the loss of his deferment. A
postponement allows for no appeal.
Another change in the law is the "uniform national
call." which requires all registrants without deferments
who have certain lottery numbers to be called at the
same time across the nation. Previously, local draft
boards were given quotas as to the number of men
needed from their local areas. Thus, in some areas all
men with a certain number would be called, while in
other areas men with that same number might not be
called.
Deschere said the new uniformity will help registrants
to determine where they are on the priority list of those to
be called into the Army.
The new law expands the sole surviving son exemption.
Now, a registrant is exempt from the draft if his father,
brother or sister has died or been declared missing while
in the armed services since Dec. 31. 1959.
Under another new provision, a person who is drafted
may not enlist after he has received his induction order
Also, the alternate service of conscientious objectors
will now come under the uniform standards of the
national director of Selective Service.
The Cornell Draft Information Service is located in 316
Anabel Taylor Hall and is open Monday through Friday
from 3 to 5 p.m. and Monday through Thursday from
7: 30 to 9:30 p.m The phone number is 256-4229
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Female Studies
Unit to Outline
Program's Aims

Program at Cornell
Receives $580,000
To Study Science
In Emerging Nations
A new teaching and research program at Cornell on
"Politics for Science and Technology in Developing
Nations" has received a five-year $580,000 grant from
the Agency for'International Development (AID).
The program will be administered by Cornell's Center
for International Studies (CIS), College of Engineering
and Program on Science, Technology and Society (STS).
Edmund T. Cranch, associate dean of engineering, is
program director; F. J. Ahimaz is assistant program
director. Ahimaz has worked for the past five years in
Afghanistan on an AID proiect which involved increasing
the educational and industrial development resources of
that na'tion.
The program will concentrate on the analysis and study
of policies concerning the application of science and
technology to problems in underdeveloped countries. It
will consist of a "group of educational and research
experiences that will focus on the process of technology
transfer to see what are the vital steps that go into the
establishment of fundamental policies." Cranch said
"This is a new thrust for us," said Milton J. Esman.
director of CIS "Our hope is that at Cornell we will
develop a staff of people who will be development-:
conscious and know more about this problem than any
similar group in the United States."
An interdisciplinary effort, the program will involve the
social sciences — particularly economics and political
science — engineering and the physical sciences. Most
of the AID money will be used to support graduate
students and faculty members who want to participate in
the new teaching and research effort.
A major goal of the Cornell program will be to identify
alternative policies that could be implemented at the
national and regional levels that would promote
industrialization of selected underdeveloped countries
and answer the specific needs of these countries.
Participants in the program will study the policies,
practices and institutions that influence the development
of indigenous science and technology in selected
developing countries. They also will examine how the
science and technology of the more industrially
developed countries might better be adapted tol
underdeveloped countries
The program intends to foster interaction between;
Cornell and developing nations by inviting visiting;
scholars from such countries to Cornell, exchanging!
graduate students and faculty members at Cornell with :
the participating countries, and supporting projects of;
related research. A portion of the grant also will be used
to create a definitive library collection in the specialty
areas of the program.
Franklin A. Long, director of STS and chairman of the
program's executive committee, said the program will
focus on teaching and research at Cornell, development
of courses oriented towards Cornell students from
developing nations as well as from the United States and
development of mutually beneficial interactions with a

Sage Notes
The National Academy of Sciences announces that
applications for exchange visits to the USSR and
Eastern Europe should be filed by Nov 22, 1971 Postdoctoral scientists and doctoral candidates in the
natural sciences, mathematics, and engineering are
eligible. For further information and applications, write
Office of the Foreign Secretary (USSR/EE), National
Academy of Sciences. 2101 Constitution Ave , N.W..
Washington. DC 20418
The Educational Foundation of the American
Association of University Women announces 60
Dissertation Fellowships for U.S. women students
who have completed all the requirements except their
theses There are 50 awards for women of other
countries for graduate study in the U.S. Application
material and other information is available from: The
American
Association of
University Women,
Education Foundation, 2401 Virginia Avenue. N.W.
Washington. DC. 20037. The deadline for

A BIRO IN THE HAND — David B Peakall examines a Ring Dove used in
his experiments on PCB in Langmuir Laboratory

Scientist Notes PCB Perils
Research
by
a
Cornell
University scientist has shown
that PCB mixed in the food of
Ring Doves resulted in heavy
embyronic deaths in the second
generation of experimental birds.
David B. Peakall. a research
associate in Cornell's Division of
Biological Sciences, said that all
previous experiments he knows
of
have
concerned
single
generation studies and that it's in
the second generation that
trouble is noticed.
PCB are the initials of
polychlorinated
biphenyls. a
chemical which is similar to the
insecticide DDT It is widely used
industrially to improve the
properties of plastics, rubber and
some paper products. PCB has
been banned in Great Britain and
its use in this country has been
declining in recent months.
On Monday the Food and Drug
Administration announced that
high levels of PCB had been
found in shredded wheat that
had been packaged in boxes
made of recycled cardboard

Peakall started his experiments
in Cornell's Langmuir Laboratory"
about 18 months ago with six
pairs of Ring Doves. Ring Doves
are about the size of a small
pigeon and are found in the wild
in Asia. However, they are found
in captivity commonly in this
country and have been colonized
in the wild in the Los Angeles
area.
The six pairs of birds were
allowed to breed before being
fed their experimental diets
which
included PCB.
Peakall said he cannot tell why
the first generation survived the
PCB in their diet and the second
did not. Cornell scientists will
now
start
studying
the
chromosomes in the embryoes
to try to find the answer.
Peakall stressed that his
results are preliminary and that
he released his results so soon
only because of current interest
on the effects of PCB He said he
has sent results of his findings to
the Environmental Protection
Agency in Washington

few developing nations.
"This is not the old style of technical assistance where
we have the know-how and they have the need. This will
be much more a mutually cooperative and collegial
experience." said Esman.
The program will examine such questions as: "What
strategy should a country use in creating a research and
development base? Should this base be centered in the
universities, in government research institutes or in the
private sector connected with specific industries?"
Answers that may be intuitively evident in a highly
applications is December 1, 1971.
The Ford Foundation announces the continuation of
programs for Doctoral Fellowships for American
Indian Students, Doctoral Fellowships for Black
Students, Doctoral Fellowships for Mexican American
and Puerto Rican Students.
These fellowships are for students who have not had
any graduate or professional study, and will support
full-time graduate students in a Ph.D. program up to
five years. The deadline is Jan. 10, 1972. and material
is available from: The Ford Foundation, Division of
Education and Research. 320 East 43rd Street. New
York. New York 10017.
The Danforth Foundation will again award its
Graduate Fellowships for Women who are interested
in teaching and who have had a continuous break of at
least three years in which they neither studied nor
taught. The deadline for applications is Jan 7, 1972,
and material is available from: Director. Graduate
Fellowships for Women, Danforth Foundation, 222>
South Central Avenue, St. Louis. Missouri 63105.

The Cornell Female Studies Program
Steering Committee voted yesterday to
develop a program prospectus which
would outline the program's structure
and goals
The prospectus is designed to
facilitate discussion between members
of the executive committee and Alfred
E. Kahn, dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences, concerning the future
status of the program if it were to
affiliate itself with the Arts College.
Kahn has indicated he would support
the program within the college if he
were assured of the support of the Arts
College faculty for the program.
Stephanie
Seremetis.
acting
coordinator for the program, explained
that the prospectus would be taken to
Kahn, but that the program had not
closed off the possibility of discussion
with the College of Human Ecology
under David C Knapp. dean.
"Because Dean Kahn has shown his
interest in the program, the Arts
College is our first priority at this time
However, we are also interested in
pursuing the question of affiliation with
Dean Knapp of Human Ecology
because of the relevance of that
college to studies for and about
women." she said
The prospectus to be drawn up by
the
Female
Studies
executive
committee will be subject to the
approval of the steering committee of
female studies before any such
discussions take place
The development of the prospectus
was in part prompted by a call from
Robert A. Plane. University provost, at
a meeting of supporters of the Female '
Studies Program held by Plane last
Friday. Plane requested that within the
next 10 days to two weeks a Female
Studies Program proposal be prepared
that could be presented to the deans of
the colleges
In addition to the proposal. Plane

:•:• Continued on Page / 3

industrialized country may not be so evident to
developing countries which may. have limited scientific
and technical manpower, limited natural resources and
inexperienced governmental institutions. Cranch said
"Policies, practices and organizations for science and
technology that are appropriate for us," Long added,
"may simply be inappropriate for them."
The Cornell program also will concern itself with the
problems of inducing scientists and technologists of
underdeveloped countries to work on problems relevant
to the needs of their own societies.

Danforth Fellowships
Inquiries about the Danforth Fellowships, to be
awarded in March 1972. are invited, according to Prof. R.
M. Cotts. Dept. of Physics, Clark Hall, the local campus
representative.
The Fellowships, offered by the Danforth Foundation of
St. Louis, Missouri, are open to men and women who are
seniors or recent graduates of accredited colleges in the
United States, who have serious interest in college
teaching as a career, and who plan to study for a Ph.D. in
a field common to the undergraduate college: Applicants
may be single or married, must be under thirty years of
age at the time- of application, and may not have begun
any graduate or professional study beyond the
baccalaureate at the time of application.
Approximately 100'Fellowships will be awarded in
March, 1972. In the past two years, three of the awards
went to Cornell students, according to«Cotts Applications
must be filed by October 13, he noted, so the campus
screening committee can forward nominations to the
Foundation in time. The Foundation does not accept
direct applications for the Fellowships.
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Stein Committee Issues Report on Tenure
B. Each departrnent shall adopt an
failure to appreciate its importance, but
method
for evaluating
because of a lack of reliable information appropriate
committee, under the chairmanship of
The Educational Policy Committee
on which judgments may be based. Both teaching in the College courses it offers,
Professor Peter Stein (Physics), to
(EPC) of the College of Arts and
the Sproull memorandum of September and for evaluating all graduate teaching
study our procedures and criteria for
Sciences is reviewing a number of
19. 1967 (Appendix II). and the Brown done by members of the department This
the renewal of assistant professorial
recommendations for changes in the
memorandum of November 24, 1969 evaluation shall normally be done by use
contracts and for promotions to
College's procedures for promotions to
(Appendex I), cite a candidate's promise of a standard student questionnaire,
tenure."
tenure and contract renewals
as a teacher as one topic to be addressed modified at the department's suggestion
"In view," he said "of the importance
by an ad hoc committee in considering and with the committee's approval to
Dean Alfred E. Kahn said if the EPC
of the subject and of this document,
him for tenure. But our investigation reflect the peculiarities of the particular
"decides to do so" recommendations
and in order to encourage widespread
shows that the amount and quality of the field and of the types of courses offered.
will be taken to the College's faculty for
discussion of its proposals, the
information concerning a candidate's When these peculiarities dictate, however,
possible action during a special
teaching provided the ad hoc committee this method may be supplemented or
Chronicle has published the Stein
meeting in October or the regular
varies much more from case to case than replaced by other techniques, with the
Committee Report in its entirety.
faculty meeting in November.
does that concerning his scholarship or committee's approval.
Professor Stein and I would welcome
Kahn explained: "Last spring, upon
research.
On promotions
within
faculty comments "
recommendation of the Educational
C. The committee shall be responsible
departments, the information often for overseeing the implementation of the
The full report follows.
Policy Committee. I appointed a
consists solely of letters from students. method of teaching evaluation adopted by
The impact of these letters is often each department, and for collecting and
lessened, whether justly or not, by the collating the information thus obtained.
suspicion that (1) they may not represent When questionnaires are used, these shall
September 13. 1971 that a fully independent review of
departmental
recommendations
is a fair sample of student opinidn. and that be sent directly to the office of the
Dean Alfred Kahn
(2) they may not be as candid as they committee when collected. When other
provided
For
various
reasons
the
Ad
Hoc
College of Arts and Sciences
would
be if they had not been solicited as methods of evaluation are used, the
Committee system though valuable in
Goldwin Smith
letters
of recommendation
for a
itself has not provided such a review. We
committee shall insure that the results are
promotion.
strongly recommend in addition to the Ad
fully communicated to it in an appropriate
Dear Dean Kahn:
We do not believe that outstanding way.
Hoc Committee system the installation of
Your committee to inquire into tenure
a continuing Appointments Committee. ability as a teacher need be a prerequisite
D An evaluation of the effectiveness of
procedures in the Arts College >has
reached its conclusions, embodied in the This senior committee would advise the
Dean on all promotions in the College As
enclosed report We should stress two
a continuing committee, it would be able
features of our recommendations. First,
"We find ourselves in basic agreement with the
to survey the. total range of Departmental
we deem the teaching performance of
assumptions
that underlie the present procedure. We believe
candidates, and to make sure that a
candidates for tenure to be an important
that
each
individual
appointed to tenure must have
uniform standard was employed in the
criterion for advancement. In general we
demonstrated
an
ability
to teach effectively at some level,
advancement
to
tenure
rank.
In
our
survey
feel that the teaching performance of
of
promotional
procedures
at
other
candidates has been slighted in past
and must possess scholarly distinction of a quality
universities, we found that most other
promotional decisions; we wish to redress
comparable to that required in other leading universities."
university procedures embodied such a
this deficiency.
standing committee on tenure We believe
Second, our report devotes major
it would be a considerable and useful for every promotion or appointment to the teaching in each course offered in the
attention
to regular . and careful
addition to Cornell's practices in tenure. But we believe that students have
College should be routinely made and
procedures in the screening of tenure
a right to expect, and the faculty an sent to the department. In addition, the
candidates. These procedures will be of evaluating candidates for tenure rank.
We would be happy to discuss these obligation to provide, engaging and committee shall report at least once a
benefit to those who fail to be advanced
recommendations with you at your
effective teaching within each department year to each department on the general
as well as to those who succeed in doing
convenience.
of the College, and within each graduate quality of its teaching, and to the Dean on
so. Departments should have to justify
Respectfully submitted. field. We believe it desirable, therefore, the level of teaching in the various
their decisions against promotion as
P. Stein, Chairman that all teaching within the College and departments and throughout the College.
carefully as those in favor of promotion.
N. Sturgeon congruent graduate fields be regularly and The Dean will report to the Appointments
The Arts College should in all cases be
R.
Rosecrance systematically evaluated. A systematic Committee (see below) on departmental
able to assure itself that departments are
M Young evaluation will provide more thorough and teaching effectiveness when appropriate.
recommending the very best candidates
R Zweig reliable data on the teaching performance
On the basis of course evaluations, and
for permanent rank This means assuring
of candidates for promotion, and will also also of any other studies it may decide to
provide a standard against which the undertake or authorize, the committee
performance of a candidate can be may recommend, to the departments and
compared Such comparisons will more to the Dean, specific measures for the
A report to the Dean and the Educational Policy Committee of the
reliably indicate the exceptional teachers. improvement of undergraduate and
College of Arts & Sciences.
Furthermore, a complete evaluation of all graduate teaching.
of the teaching will also help to determine
It is difficult to exaggerate the effectively at some level, and must
Departmental Procedures
which departments need to place more
possess scholarly distinction of a quality
importance to the University of the choice
emphasis on teaching qualifications in
The procedures that departments follow
comparable to that required in other
of the tenured faculty of the College of
making promotions and appointments to in arriving at decisions to recommend to
leading universities. We further believe
Arts and Sciences, particularly during the
tenure in order to meet this obligation to tenure, to renew non-tenure contracts, or
period of stabilized faculty size which lies that it is he collective responsibility of the
their students.
to terminate non-tenured appointments
faculty to insure that high standards are
ahead of us
We recognize that no single measure of vary from department to department.
uniformly applied.
If the College is to maintain its level of
teaching
effectiveness is likely to be Much of this variation is dictated by
We support the view that while the
quality, it must choose carefully new
appropriate
in departments with widely differing conditions, such as the size of
additions to the tenured faculty. It seems departments are the best qualified group
at Cornell to judge the scholarly varying subject-matters "and methods of departments, the number of non-tenured
appropriate at this time to examine the
faculty, or the nature of the field. It does
procedures by which tenure appointments attainments of candidates, the interests of teaching. We also recognize that the
seem to us. however, that there are a
evaluation
of
teaching
within
a
are made. It should be noted that two the department and of the College are
minimal set of procedures that should be
department
is
primarily
the
responsibility
best served by the existence of a neutral
other such examinations have been
followed by all departments to insure an
of
that
department.
We
believe,
however,
faculty
group
who
must
be
convinced
of
recently carried out at Cornell: one by the
orderly consideration of all non-tenured
Ombudsman, and the other by a student the reasonableness of the departmental that, with the cooperation of the
faculty members, and to provide the Dean
group called "The Committee for the Re- judgment We subscribe to the view that departments concerned, a system can be
of the College with a well documented
devised
which
will
permit
fair
each department has an obligation to
evaluation of Tenure"
recommendation
for promotioe or
comparisons
of
the
teaching
records
of
In carrying out our examination into the provide effective instruction, and that
appointment
to
tenure.
student response has an important role to different candidates and of different
procedures for the selection of tenured
departments We therefore recommend
play in evaluating that effectiveness.
faculty, we did not consider any
In general, there are two decisions
The procedural modifications that we that the following steps be instituted:
modifications of the tenure system itself.
made during the term of an Assistant
recommend are consistent with these
We assumed that tenure as it presently
A. There shall be a standing committee Professor. The first, which takes place
assumptions, and hopefully will apply
exists will continue, and we confined
of the College to oversee the evaluation of early in the Assistant Professor's third
ourselves to an examination of the them in a more uniform manner.
teaching. Five members of the committee year, is whether to renew or to terminate
procedures by which it is granted.
shall be College faculty members, elected the appointment. It is usually premature at
Evaluation of Teaching
for fixed overlapping terms. Two members the end of two years to make a final
We find ourselves in basic agreement
It seems clear to us that, in general,
shall be student representatives. The decision regarding the professional
with the assumptions that underlie the
committee shall be supplied with an capabilities of a candidate, and the
present procedures. We believe that each teaching ability is accorded insufficient
appropriate staff for the exercise of its
practice of making such decisions so
individual appointed to tenure must have weight in the making of promotions and
Continued on Page 12
demonstrated
an ability to teach appointments to tenure: not because of a functions.
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Bulletin
of the Faculty
(Publication of this Bulletin is supervised by the Secretary of the
University Faculty Robert M. Cotts, 315 Day Hall, 256-4843.)

Meeting of the University Faculty,
September 23,1971
President Dale R. Corson
opened the meeting at 4:35 p.m.
TTiere were 180 members
present. He announced that since
no corrections were admitted to
the Minutes of the May 19
meeting, these Minutes were
approved as distributed in
accordance with procedures
adopted by the Interim
Executive Committee. He then
turned the Chair over to the
Speaker,
Professor
John
Whitlock. Professor Whitlock
announced that he would
recognize the President and the
Dean of the Faculty, Norman
Penney, for statements.
1.
President
Cocson's
statement: Seetoelow.
Dean Penney's statement: See
below.
Prof. L. -Pearce WiBiams,
speaking from the floor,
emphasized that the issue that
concerned him was whether the
Faculty was to be adequately
consulted on the content of the
COSEP Handbook before it was
published. He regretted that this
issue had become confused with
the Handbook itself. He
expressed his desire, as a
Faculty representative, to
prevent the loss of Faculty
prerogatives in the absence of
Faculty
approval
of
the
Handbook.
2. Dean Penney announced
that the second item on the
Agenda, a report from the
University ROTC Relationships
Committee, was placed on the
Agenda during the summer by
the Faculty Review and
Procedures Committee without
realizing that a written report
had been prepared
for
distribution May 28, 1971. The
Dean announced that the
Committee Chairman, Professor
Robert J. Young, was available
to answer questions on the
report. There being none, the
next item on the Agenda was
called.
3. Questions from the floor.
Speaker Whitlock announced
he would first recognize three
members who had submitted
questions in writing in advance
of the meeting.
a. Associate Professor John
Wilkins, Physics, on behalf of
himself and Professor Jay
Orear, Physics, asked whether
the Administration and the
Board of Trustees were still
firmly committed to selling the
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory
(C.A.L.) They also questioned
the continuance of classified
research at C.A.L. and
concluded by asking whether
there could be a deadline for the
sale of C.A.L.
The President replied that
since the Committee of the
Board of Trustees recommended
the divestment of C.A.L., the
matter has not been debated. He
traced the proposed sale of the
Laboratory, the subsequent
litigation, followed by a court
victory for the University, but
loss of the sale through failure of
the buyer to meet the contracted
price. The President's position is
that the previous decision to sell

not be modified. Although C.A.L.
has made progress in shifting to
more non-defense activities,
about 75 percent of its activities
remain in the national defense
area, most of which is classified.
After a period of financial
difficulty, the Lab is now doing
better financially. Laboratory
staff morale is high. While no
deadline for sale can be set, the
President hoped to resolve the
matter during this academic
year. After noting that C.A.L.
management is now working
closely with the Board of
Trustees, he concluded that
there is jio counterinsurgency
work; neither is there any work
on chemical warfare.
b. Dean Alfred E. Kahn asked
for an exposition from Dean
Penney of what is happening to
the
Faculty
standing
committees. He noted receipt of
a document which suggested that
the following committees would
be elected by the FC of R:
Academic Integrity Hearing and
Appeals Boards, Committee on
Research Policies, Committee
on Freedom of Academic
Teaching
and
Learning,
Committee
on
ROTC
Relationships, Committee on
Financial Aids and Admissions,
Committee
on
Academic
Priorities
and
Policies,
Committee on the Professional
and Economic Status of the
Faculty. He wondered about the
relationship of these committees
to those formerly elected by the
Faculty at large, by whose
authority the new committee
structure would be instituted,
and would the University
Faculty have an opportunity to
pass on the changes. Dean
Penney responded by urging
members to scrutinize the
Pasley document
("Revised
Proposals for Organization and
Procedures of the University
Faculty" dated December 15,
1970) since he is under the
impression that many Faculty
members are unaware of what
the Faculty did by adopting it;
namely,
place
Faculty
operations under a new set of
Bylaws. For those concerned
about the constituency basis of
the FC of R, he noted the
provisions for ten at-large
members. For those concerned
about a runaway FC of R, he
noted that the Faculty's Review
and Procedures Committee
serves as the Faculty's check on
its Council. He reported that an
executive committee is now
being selected by the Hare
System
and drafts
for
structuring the committees
listed by Dean Kahn are now
being perfected. The Dean called
particular attention to three
committees:
Academic
Priorities and Policies which
would be concerned with policy
questions not falling within the
scope of other committees, the
Committee on Freedom of
Academic
Teaching
and
Learning which would replace an
existing
committee,
andFinancial Aids and Admissions
which brings related functions

Executive Committee
Results of Election for
Members of Executive
Committee
of
Faculty
Council of Representatives Sept. 28,1971
For two-year term —
Tenured: Professor Isadore
Blumen. Professor David L.
Call, Professor Peter C.
Stein, Professor Robin M.
Williams, Jr.
Non-tenured:
Assistant
Professor Bruce T. Wilkins.
For one-year term —
Tenured: Professor George
H. Hildebrand, Professor
Stuart W. Stein, Professor L.
Pearce Williams.
Non-tenured: Associate Professor Paul M. Hohenbergwithin a single committee.
According to the Pasley
document, these will be
committees of the FC of R and
will be created by the FC of R
unless the University Faculty, In
accordance with that document,
brings the matter before it or,
alternatively, that the FC of R
decides on the basis of opinions
expressed at hearings after the
drafts are published in the
Chronicle to place the matter
before the University Faculty.
The Dean added that as now
viewed the FC of R will elect the
committees, but this matter is
also subject to the foregoing
processes. He concluded by
hoping that members would use
the hearings to register their
opinions. In response to further
questions from Dean Kahn, he
noted that the Review and
Procedures
Committee
is
elected by the University
Faculty and, except for some
enumerated items, every faculty
function is now delegated to the
FC of R. However, in its wisdom
the FC of R may choose to
submit committee structures
and committee membership to
the Faculty and, in the event it
should not do so, there is a
control mechanism provided in
the Pasley document.
c. Assistant Professor Henry
Alker, Psycology, asked whether
it is in the jurisdiction of the
University Faculty to approve
academic aspects of the
Africana Studies and the Female
Studies programs. In response.
President Corson read from the
University Bylaws, Article XIII,
Sec. 3, a sentence beginning, "It
shall be the function of the
University Faculty to consider
educational policies which
concern more than one college
..." After observing that
considering is not equivalent to
approving, he noted that some
inter-college units, like the
Department of Computer
Science and the Africana Studies.
Center, never came before the
Faculty for approval, while
others, like the Division of
Biological
Sciences,
were
debated at great length. The
establishment
and
discontinuance of degrees, he
noted, are the prerogative of the
University
Faculty.
Dean
Penney answered "yes," then
observed that the Faculty
clearly has a recommendatory
role in a process where the
ultimate
decision-making
authority rests with the Board of
Trustees. The new Committee on
Academic
Priorities
and
Policies, he said, is intended to
serve as a mechanism for this
recommendatory role. President
Corson then quoted from the
Bethe Committee report (dated

July 15,19691, Section 4:
"4. Curricula,
Degree
Requirements, and Programs
of Study The faculty of each
college, school, or separate
academic
department,
division, or center, is
responsible for and shall
approve curricula, degree
programs,
and,
where
relevant, requirements for a
departmental major.
"Comments: ai Where
more than one college,
school, department, division,
or center are concerned, such
responsibility and authority
shall be jointly exercised.
Where general educational
policy is involved, such
responsibility and authority
shall be exercised by the
University Faculty."
4. Resolution concerning the
Provost
Assistant Professor Rukudzo
Murapa, Africana Studies, asked
whether, in view of statements
by the President and the Dean of
the Faculty, it Would be
appropriate to introduce a

resolution to accept their
statements and to give a vote of
confidence in the Provost.
The Speaker explained that
while this meeting could not
legislate it could express its
views. After some discussion of
what would be an appropriate
motion, Professor Max Black,
Philosophy, proposed the
following motion: The Faculty
wishes to reaffirm its confidence
in the Provost of the University.
Some members expressed the
view, independent of their
position for or against the
motion, that it was inappropriate
for the Faculty to affirm or
reaffirm confidence in the
administration.
On a showing of hands, the
motion was adopted. Professor
Isadore Blumen, Industrial and
Labor Relations, called for a
division. The count of the vote
was 100 in favor, 12 opposed, and
34 abstaining.
The meeting was adjourned at
6:00p.m.
Robert M. Cotts,
Secretary of the Faculty

Remarks by Cornell University President Dale R. Corson
Prepared for Delivery to University Faculty Meeting of
Sept. 2 3 , 1 9 7 1
In past years, it has been
customary for the President to
make a statement concerning
the state of the Wniversity at the
first University Faculty meeting
of the school year. This year
Dean Penney asked if I would
answer questions at this first
University-wide faculty meeting
and I agreed. However, after the
controversy over the COSEP
Handbook I asked if I might also
be permitted to make a
statement and Dean Penney
complied. I shall of course be
pleased to answer questions as
well.
Let me speak briefly about the
general position in which higher
education finds itself at the
present time. I've spoken
previously about the loss of
confidence on the part of the
public. This loss in confidence
continues and is' evidenced by
legislative action, or by lack of
legislative action in both Albany
and Washington. The public's
concerns
extend
beyond
education but education has
become a major target. We saw
the taxpayer revolt in New York
State last year in which the
Governor's budget was cut by
some $700 million with education
taking its share of the cuts.
So far in this session of
Congress no major legislation
has been enacted regarding
higher education outside the
health professions, although just
before the summer recess the
Senate passed a significant bill.
Whether or not any legislation at
all will finally be produced is
problematical.
In the meantime the financial
problems of higher education
both public and private continue
apace, with more and more
institutions finding themselves
in financial difficulty. A big issue
before legislative bodies is the
question of institutional support
as opposed to individual student
support. One of the fundamental
issues under debate is the
question of who pays for higher
education - whether it is the
individual who receives the
direct benefit or society which
receives a more generalized
benefit.
Federal policy at the present
time appears to be based on the
assumption that we have an overproduction of highly skilled
manpower and consequently
federal support for graduate

students has been significantly
withdrawn. I've cited the fact
before that in the last three
years we've lost 80 per cent of
our outside fellowship support
for entering graduate students.
At the same time there has been
a rearranging and reordering of
research support from federal
agencies. So far we have done
reasonably well in maintaining
our research base but we can not
be complancent about the future.
At Cornell we survived the last
year in a somewhat better fiscal
position than we had anticipated
at the beginning of the year.
Through an unrelenting effort to
restrict expenses and through an
all-out effort to increase income
we ended the year with a deficit
of about $1.8 million. We cannot
continue long even at this rate
and the same programs of
relative
austerity
will
necessarily have to be continued
over the next few years.
The biggest problems facing us
concern the nature of the
educational opportunity we
make available to our students.
The large fraction of the age
group which now seeks some
form of higher education is
having serious impact on
colleges and
universities
everywhere and has raised
serious questions about the
adequacy
of
traditional
academic programs.
We have the whole area of
social sensitivity which the
growing social problems of the
times have raised along with
questions about how a university
such as Cornell adjusts its
teaching and study programs in
response. Along with these
questions has been the growing
emphasis on problem-centered
education, where teaching and
research efforts are focused on a
particular problem area whether
it is international studies or
quality of the environment or
any one of a dozen other areas.
Out of this concern has grown
our various centers and
programs which cut across
traditional disciplinary lines.
In the forefront of the
problems facing
higher
education in this country is the
problem of education for
minority students. In my own
view the major problem this
country has to solve is the race
problem and education is an
Continued on Page 11
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University Theatre

The Senate Page

Pirandello's 'Henry IV' Coming

The Senate Page is the official bulletin of the Cornell University
Senate. Publication is supervised by Ellen C Mandell, secretary of the
Senate. 133 Day Hall, 256-3 715.

Senate Capsule
Senate Meeting of Sept 2 1
The meeting was called to
order
in
the
Kaufmann
Auditorium at 7:35 p.m., with
Speaker J Robert Cooke in the
chair, and 89 voting members
present.
Student
Trustee
Robert
Gottlieb, in a short address to the
Senate, urged the Senate to start
treading in areas where no other
University government has taken
action. Instead of concerning
itself with structural and internal
affairs, it must move to affect the
decision making prerogatives of
the Board of Trustees. The
University Senate must give
input to the Board of Trustees
before the University budget is
finally formulated and accepted.
It must face the real issue, the
broad issue of the University
budget. He pledged himself to
devote the rest of his term if
necessary to convincing the
Trustees that financial priorities
need rearranging, and asked
Senate assistance in this effort
Doug Reith (Arts, Undergrad),
the chairman of the Internal
Operations Committee, moved
the following dates for the
impending elections:' Special
Employee Elections. Friday. Oct
7-15:
Freshman . Elections,
Wednesday.
Oct. 27: Byelections. Wednesday, Oct. 27.
The by-elections will fill seats
declared vacant by September
30th At present, the seats of one
graduate student, two COSEP
students,
and five
faculty
members
(three
Arts and
Sciences non-tenured, one Law
School, and one Architecture)
are unfilled.
The dates were approv'e4 after
a short flurry of questions about
how elections would be he\6.
A bill sponsored by Neil Henry

(Arts faculty) gave regulations for
filling requests for Senatorial
representation or aid in finding
community representatives to
Senate and general University
committees. It carried with an
amendment from Elmer Meyer
(Dean of Students).
A set of legislative procedures
which were drafted by the
Executive Committee during the
summer were approved with two
amendments
introduced by
Robert Platt (Arts, undergrad)
A bill recommending a day of
mourning for those who died at
Attica
State
Prison was
introduced by Eliot Greenwald
(Arts, undergrad). Chairman of
the Minority and Disadvantaged
Interests
Committee.
A
substitute motion from Paul
Hartman (Arts faculty) asked that
the Senate request Governor
Rockefeller to appoint a Blue
Ribbon commission to study
New York state penal institutions
and make recommendations for
reform. After some parliamentary
wrangling
and considerable
discussion of the substantive
issues, both motions were
returned to the Minority and
Disadvantaged
Interests
Committee for further study.
In its last action of the night,
the Senate considered a bill from
the
Minorities
Committee,
introduced by Mr. Greenwald,
which asked that the University
allocate sufficient surplus and
lapsed funds from the existing
University budget to enable the
Female Studies Program to
maintain
its
scheduled
operations for the 1971-1972
academic year. This passed
solidly (58-9) after appreciably
less discussion than the last bill
on Female Studies entailed.

Senate Calendar

Declared SenateVacancies
Sept. 27,1971

Due to lack of urgent
business, the Senate Meeting on
Oct 5. 1971 has been cancelled
The next meeting will be held on
Oct. 12. 1971 at 7:30 p.m. in
Kaufmann Auditorium
Thursday, Sept 30, Campus
Life, 3:30 p.m.. Clark 609:
Calendar. 4:30 p.m. 348
Morrison:
Minority
and
Disadvantaged Interests. 8:30
p.m.. International Lounge. WSH.
Friday,
Oct. 1. Physical
Education and Athletics. 2:30
p.m . Statler W109. Religious
Affairs. 4:30 p.m. 314 Anabel
Taylor.
Saturday, Oct 2, Housing
Subcommittee,
12:15 p.m..
Dean of Students Office.
Tuesday, Oct. 5, Senate
Meeting, 7:30 p.m. Kaufmann
Auditorium: University As An
Employer, 4:30 p.m., Ives 214:
Counseling and Advising, 3:30
p.m., Clark 609.

FACULTY
Art. Architecture, and Planning 2 Seats
2 Vacancies
Arts. Natural Sciences and
Mathematics - Non-Tenured - 2
Seats
1 Seat Currently filled by
James Houck
1 Vacancy
Arts, Social Sciences - NonTenured - 3 Seats
2 Seats Currently filled by Neil
Henry and Anthony Lozano
1 Vacancy
Arts. Humanities - Non-Tenured 3 Seats
2 Seats Currently filled by

A madman who believes that he is the
Eleventh Century Henry IV of Germany is the
central character in the play which opens the
Cornell University Theatre's Winter Season, and
will be the first in the Studio Series of four plays.
Luigi Pirandello's "Henry IV" will be given its
opening performance in Drummond Studio,
Lincoln Hall, on Thursday, October 7, and will
continue performances Friday through Sunday,
October 8-10, and Thursday through Saturday,
October 14-16. Curtain time is 8:1 5 p.m.
Tickets will go on sale today, following a threeday script exchange for subscribers, in the
University Theatre Box Office, lower floor of
Willard Straight Hall, from noon to 3 p.m..
Monday-Saturday. Telephone reservations will
be accepted.
In "Henry IV," one of his two greatest plays
(with "Six Characters in Search of an Author"),
the Italian Nobel Prize-winning playwright has
written a study in isolation: a dramatization of
the impasse between one man and other human
beings. Twenty years before the time of the play.
Henry di Nolli had appeared in a pageant as the
German Henry IV. During the pageant his rival in
love had staged an accident in which Henry lost
his memory and emerged convinced that he
WAS the Eleventh Century ruler. The action of
the play takes place in an isolated villa in Italy
where Henry has been confined since the
accident, with four "counselors" in attendance.
To the villa come Henry's nephew, a doctor, the
woman with whom Henry had been in love, and
his old rival.
Though still pretending to madness. Henry
has recovered from amnesia. Reaching to
contact the sane world, he has found it so alien
that he has retreated again to the confusion of
Elizabeth Asmis and Andrew
Ettin
1 Vacancy
Law School - 1 Seat
1 Vacancy
STUDENTS
Graduate School - 13 Seats
12 Seats Currently filled by
John
Cherniavsky,
Dwight
Collins, Glenn Coulter. Peter
Heywood, Jean Ispa, George
Johnson. Jonathan Katz, Al Kertz,
Ellen Mandell. Cyril Sagan. Stan

his own mind, where he has found no more
comfort than in the outside world. Striving for an
inner coherence, he sees himself as an actor
dressed up as a madman, while to others he
appears completely mad It is simulated
madness that enables Henry to understand
man's basic isolation and to project its
implications
into a metaphysical quest
comparable to Hamlet's search for identity.
When his guests arrive, however, he finds it
necessary to convey the fact of his sanity, in
order to effectively communicate. But as an
actor playing a madman, Henry falls victim to
his own performance. He seals his fate in
violence, a violence which brings him face to
face with the insane man he used to be. Henry,
actor as madman, and Henry, madman, are one
and the same man.
"Henry IV" will be directed by Mohammed
Kowsar. a graduate student from Teheran, Iran,
who is in his final year of study at Cornell for a
Ph.D. degree. Setting for the play has been
designed by Peter Kahn, of Cornell's Fine ArtsDepartment. JoAnn Gauttery has created
costumes, while Lighting Design is by Mark
Malkin.
John Broglio will appear as Henry. His
nephew, Charles, is played by Joel Ackerman.
The Countess Matilda Spina will be played by
Roxanne Lynn. Her daughter, Frida. will be
portrayed by Darcy Crandall. Steve Guntli will be
seen as the Baron Tito Belcredi. Douglas
Paterson will appear as .Doctor Genoni. Chris
Barns will play John, an old waiter. The four
"counselors" will be played by Chris Larsen as
Berthold, John Megna as Harold, Bob Allen as
Ordolph, and John Cann as Landolph

Strauss, and A. J. Tops
1 Vacancy
Human Ecology - 4 Seats
3 Seats currently filled by
Maxine Roeper. Pat Rothbardt.
Caryn Jo Streicher
1 Vacancy
Petitioning has begun for all of
these
vacancies.
and will
continue through October 15.
For
information
regarding
petitions contact the Senate
Office. 133 Day Hall, 6-3715

Questions and Answers About the Quarter System
A Report from the Senate Committee
On the Academic Calendar
The Cornell University Senate divides the same period into
and the Faculty Council of three
quarters,
each
of
Representatives are expected to approximately eleven weeks.
consider this fall the possibility of
QUESTION 2: When would
changing Cornell's academic quarters begin and end?
calendar to the quarter system
In schools currently using the
beginning in September, 1973
quarter calendar, the fall quarter
The Senate Calendar Committee typically
begins
in
late
and the Faculty Committee on September, with finals over
the Academic Calendar are before Christmas Recess. The
preparing
this
series
of
winter quarter begins as soon as
documents to help inform the possible after New Year's Day.
Cornell Community.
There is a one-week break late in
March prior to the beginning of
QUESTION 1 What is the
the spring quarter. End of finals
quarter system?
and Commencement are usually
Under the semester system
currently in use at Cornell, the early-to-middle June.
QUESTION 3: How widely
academic year is divided into two
used is the quarter system?
semesters
of
approximately
sixteen weeks each, including
A recent survey by the
Independent Study and finals
American
Association
of
periods. The quarter system
Collegiate
Registrars
and

Current Legislative Log
COMMITTEE
REFERRED TO

DATE SUnMITTED

TITLE

SPONSOR

B-118

9/20/71

Procedural Due Process In the Traffic Boards

Robert P l a t t

Parking and T r a f f i c

B-119

9/20 rjl

•"•HE .TUDICTAL HOARDS Wembershin and Selection Act of 1971

Robert P l a t t

Judiciary

NUMBER

The following b i l l was erroneously listed In last week's Chronicle aa having been withdrawn:
B-llk

9/13/71

Investigation of Admissions Policies At Cornell

Mark Wuriel

Executive

Admissions Officers (AACRA0)
indicates that 524 out of 2378
colleges and universities are
currently using the quarter
system. This includes 42 out of
141 having enrollments in the
range
10,000
to
20,000
students. (The enrollment at
Cornell is about 15,000.)
QUESTION 4 What happens
during the summer?
There is ample time during the
summer to have a full-fledged
summer quarter However, at
Cornell it is not anticipated that
there will be sufficient demand to
justify a full summer quarter.
Cornell's
summer
programs
could continue unchanged.
QUEST ION 5 What other
calendars are there?
There are two major calendars
in addition to the quarter and
semester systems. The trimester
system attempts to achieve yearround use of university facilities
by dividing the year into three
trimesters, roughly September
through
December.
January
through April, and May through
August. The "4-1-4" system
divides the academic year into
two abbreviated semesters plus
an
in-between
month
of
concentrated work. Of the 2378
colleges
and
universities
surveyed,
seventy-six
are
currently using the trimester
system:
no school
having
enrollment over
10,000 is
currently using the "4-1-4"
system.
The committees invite further
questions from the Cornell
Community,
Please
address
questions to the Calendar
Committee, University Senate.
133 Day Hall.
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Division of Biological Sciences
Deals With Burgeoning Interest

Turning On With a Na
t

Grad Student Randy Ireson shows he

Continued from Page 1
lab section because of crowding.

sabbatic this year at Purdue
University studying techniques of
audio-tutorial teaching.

One reason for this crush in
The
division's
Curriculum
microbiology. Zahler said, is that
Committee does a great deal to
the Veterinary College has made
help solve some of the problems,
a course in that subject a
O'Brien said. The group meets
prerequisite to acceptance in
about once every three weeks
that college.
and is composed of tl
To help solve some teaching
undergraduate students, two
problems, the division is putting
graduate students and eight
more stress on audio-tutorial
members of the faculty or
techniques For the first time.
administration.
:o-visual aids are being used
The committee not only sets
experimentally in Biology 101.
policy relating to courses, but
Joseph M. Calvo, associate
professor of biochemistry, is or also is a clearing house for any

complaints about the academic
side of things It acts, in effect, as
an ombudsman. Recently the
general genetics course was
changed in response to student
complaints — more equipment
was added to an experimental
laboratory section and the hours
were adjusted to better suit the
students.
"We know our problems are
not unique," O'Brien said, "but
ours

is a very fast

growing

division and we have to think far
ahead so that the quality of our
offerings does not decline."

Campus Concerts Scheduled
Tickets Now On Sale
For Two Series
for

currently on
Faculty C

the 1971-72 Bailey Hall
Chamber Series are
le. according to the University
sa
viiisic.

w

Free Concert Monday
Of Gregorian Chants
A cone
will be pi
Hall Audi

music and Gregorian chants
1.30 p m Monday in Barnes

ually

The i
vill attempt to recreate the musical
setting of the Mass as it might have been
all Concert Series include:
med in the early seventeenth century, when
is to De iDresei
with instrumental
:
Chamber
April The progiram
ces, taken from
e Saar, conducted by Antonio
Orchest
Frescobaldfs "Fiori Musicali" (1963) function as
Janigro, on Oct 1 1: the New York Chamber
prelude and postlude as well as occurring at other
Soloists with an all Monteverdi program on Oct
points in the Mass when the priest would be
26; and guitarist,John Williams on Nov. 1 6
performing ritual actions. The organ pieces also
i which is returning
Also: the Cl<
alternate verses of the Kyne with the choir
for its 36th Cor
last time under the :

probably for the I

conductor Pierre
Boulez. on March 25; a two-piano recital by Paul
Badura-Skoda and Joerg Demus on April 8; and
pianist Guiomar Novaes on April 22
The Chamber Series, which is held in Alice
Statler Auditorium, consists of four concerts from
December through March. The series opens with
the Composer's String Quartet on Dec 4, to be
followed by harpsichordist Ralph Kirkpatrick, who
will play Cornell's Hubbard instrument, on Feb. 5.
Also, The LaSalle Quartet, originating from the
Judliard School of Music, on Feb. 15; and Helen
Watts, contralto, on March 4
Cornell students may obtain both the series
tickets and single tickets at a discount
Additional information on the concerts and
ets may be obtained at the Lincoln Hall ticket
office, or by calling 256-5144

The chants are typical of those sung by a small
church choir of the seventeenth century
Anne Parks, organist, will play music from the
First Mass for ordinary Sundays. Vito Imbasciam
will conduct the small choir singing the chants.
Members of the choir, all Cornell students, are
Peter Daniels, David Ames, William Parberry, Jerry
Amaldev. Guy Tops, Joseph Hatletky and Stanly
Malinowski
Miss Parks and Imbasciam are both graduate
students at Cornell working on the doctor of
philosophy in musicology degree. Miss Parks
served as college organist and instructor of music
at Tuskegee Institute and at Texas Lutheran
College before coming to Cornell in 1969. She has
also performed guest recitals in Texas and Virginia.
Imbasciam also came to the University in 1969.
The concert is free and open to the public.

You say all the booking is starting to turn
you off?
You say a 2.0 is tough to hack and besides
that, you gotta settle for an AK sticker and
leave the wheels out in the boondocks whilst
S and V rides right in?
You say sometimes you feel like jumping
out of an airplane 0 Is that what's ailing you?
Well step right up, Buuky, and join the club.
The Cornell parachute jumping club, that
is, and they jump out of aircraft every week
end. All you gotta do is get in touch with
Randy Iresou and he'll tell you how to get
out to the Ovid airfield. Then you get a three
hour rap session with Howard Martin of the
U. S. Parachute Association who straps you

to the ceiling and gives y<*'1('
hitting the silk. Next thing J *"<
taking that big, long step, wj'"i
thin air, yanking the old ripcf ' ll
mighty wallop of the silk, fefe |l
the harness, and floating eartf

miles an hour. The silence]
mind. It's easy as jumping'
table.

You sa\ what if? You has gotta be a new high? Yoif^ I
this could turn you off pert'1 ''tl
stay in the old AK lot,
turned off partly, you mighl r* e
get a 2.8.
' .'
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Barton Blatter

Bike Thefts Rise;Car Recovered
Campus thieves continue to enjoy a free ride as
the number of bicycles stolen around the campus
rises to a weekly average of three or four. This past
week was no exception. Other stolen goods ranged
from a Colgate cheerleading outfit to a ping pong
table The only good news included in the Safety
Division reports was the recovery of a stolen car,
which was found in Ithaca. Perhaps another free
ride
44 requests for transportation for medical
assistance were answered by the Safety Division.
Two male law students, '74. reported the loss
of their 10-speed bikes from the north side of
Hughes Hall within five minutes of each other a
week ago Wednesday. One bicycle, a Columbia,
was valued at $100, while the other, a Western
Auto bike, was valued at $50. Both students are
residents of Hughes Hall.
A $ 1 1 6 10-speed Raleigh was stolen from the
east side of Willard Straight Hall in the early
morning hours on Saturday The vehicle belonged
to a male student, Agriculture '74
T—A
student visitor from Colgate University
reported the theft "of a suitcase sometime Saturday
evening. The case contained her cheerleading
outfit, and the value of the items was set at $70
Because her car had been parked at several
different locations on campus, the location of the
theft is not known.
A ping pong table was stolen the same night
or in the early hours Sunday morning from the first
floor of University Halls 1, according to a report
made by the head resident. The value of the table is
unknown.

:*;

-The stolen car, a 1963 Buick belonging to a
sophomore engineering student, was recovered on
South Geneva Street less than an hour after it was
reported stolen, according to Safety's report. The
car taken between 6 p.m Monday, Sept. 20 and
early afternoon, Tuesday, was located by the Ithaca
Police Department at about 3 p.m. Tuesday It had
been taken from the owner's residence.
—Two male thieves, with a bit more "chutzpah"
than most, robbed a freshman female student in
Human Ecology of her shoulder purse as she was
walking up the drive by the Chilled Water Plant at
about 9 p.m , Sept 22 The males, who were
proceeding in the opposite direction, took the purse
and ran towards Martha Van Rensselaer Hall The
purse contained $18 in cash and personal items
-The most sizable
single theft involved a
painting and a lamp worth $300 which were taken
from a fraternity at 1 Forest Park Lane on Sept. 20
The incident was not reported until Sunday,
however
-Nearly $300
Residential Club,
Sept. 17 and 20
lounge chairs and

in furniture was stolen from the
an ecology dormitory, between
The missing items included two
a coffee table

Although probably stolen for its humorous
value, a Cornell Plantations sign reading "This Area
Closed to Unauthorized Personnel After Sundown"
nevertheless cost the University $25 The sign was
taken from the west entrance of the plantations
sometime Tuesday night. Sept 22 according to a
report made by an employe at the Rose Gardens.

Architecture Centennial Begins
Continued from Page 1
Architecture was among the departments
originally planned by Cornell's first president,
Andrew Dickson White Architecture was a study
close to President White's heart; he had included it
among the subjects of instruction proposed in the
University's plan of organization in 1 865. and in his
report to the Board of Trustees on June 20, 1871.
he urged that such a course be established without
delay Accordingly, when the Trustees met on the
following day, this resolution was adopted:
"On motion of President White, resolved, that a
Department of Architecture be established at the
University and that the. Executive Committee be
authorized on recommendation of the Committee
of this Board on Choice of Faculty, to elect a
Professor of Architecture "
The founding of the College was in fact a direct
outgrowth of Andrew D. White's abiding interest in
the study of architecture. "From my boyhood," he
says in his autobiography, "I had a love for
architecture. In my young manhood this had been

yr"f word on
"w you re
wj'"K through

|)t hearing the
he jerk of
irtN at twelve
('.' Mow your
g ll tour foot

st bounce
OT 8 thing like
rrflNly? Better
and stay
'I e n6ugh to
Photos by Russ Hamilton

developed by readings in Ruskin, and later by
architectural excursions in Europe ... I had collected
what, at that period, was certainly one of the
largest, if not the largest, of the architectural
libraries in the United States
This has been, in fact, my pet extravagance " His
deep concern for the development of American
taste and his conviction that much of the
contemporary building of the seventies would "in
twenty years .. be laughed at as pretentiously ugly"
were
also
expressed
by
White
in
his
recommendations to the Board of Trust'
profession of architecture
i I low ebb, the
prevalent confusion in
the absence of
standards and the lack of technii
ition
called for a bold remi
rom the newly
established
departrm
architecture
at
Massachusetts Institute I
ology, there was
no
means
of
tra
Kcept
through
apprenticeship in an ai
office At Cornell,
where technical and cu
ition were to be
on an equal footing, thi
to be a logical
place for a school of arct
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Change Made
n Bus Sen/ice
A substantially revised system of campus bus service will go into
effect on a trial basis Monday morning The new system, which will
continue at least until Thanksgiving, is intended to balance passenger
loads, improve service for students and employes and relieve
passenger congestion, according to Wallace B. Rogers, director of the
Division of General Services which supervises the campus bus
operation.
The most obvious change is the addition of student service to and
from Hasbrouck Apartments and the North Campus Commons.
(Complete schedules and routes appear elsewhere on the page.)
Beginning Monday, five local buses will operate between the "A"
and " B " lots and the central campus on a six minute headway from
7:30 to 9 a m At the same time, three student service buses will run
from the Hasbrouck Apartments and the North Campus Commons to
the center of the campus every five minutes. From 7:30 to 8:30, two
"B" lot express buses will run on a six minute headway.
Under the new schedule, from 9 to 11:30 am. four "A" and " B "
locals will run on an eight to 10 minute headway. They will stop at
Jessup and Pleasant Grove Rds for passengers.
From 1 1:30 to 1:30 p.m. four "A" and " B " locals will run from the
central campus to the lots and three student service buses will run to
Hasbrouck Apartments and the North Campus Commons All buses
will operate on a seven and a half minute headway.
From 1:30 to 4 p.m., four "A" and " B " locals will operate on an
eight to 10 minute headway, similar to the 9 to 11 30 a:m. schedules
and routes

CAMPUS BUS SERVICE .
Student

7:30 AM t o 9 00 AM
Lv.
Hasbrouck

Lv.
Commons
7:30
7:35
7:40
7:45
7:50
7:55
8:00
8:05
8:10
8:15
8:20
8:25
8:30
8:35
8:40
8:45
8:50
8:55
9:00

7:30

7:45

From 4 to 5:30 p.m., five local buses will run from the central
campus to the "A" and " B " lots every six minutes. Three student
service buses will go from the central campus to Hasbrouck
Apartments and the North Campus Commons every five minutes
Two " B " lot express buses will run every six minutes.

8:00

8:15

8:30

This system replaces the present arrangement which has six locals,
two "A" and two " B " expresses running from 7:30 to 9 a.m.: four
locals running from 9 to 4 p.m. and six locals, two "A" and two " B "
expresses running from 4 to 5:30 p.m.

8:45

Arr.
Garden & Tower
7:38
7:43
7:48
7:53
7:58
•8:03
8:08
8:13
8:18
8:23
8:28
8:33
8:38
.8:43
8:48
8:53
8:58
9:03
9:08

flrr.

Lv.
Garden £ Tower

Commons

11:38
11:45
11:52
11:58
12:05
12:12
12:18
12:25
12:32
12:38
12:45
12:S2
12:58
1:04

11:30
11:37
11:44
11:50
11:57
12 :04
12:10
12:17
12:24
12:30
12:37
12i44
12:50
12:57
1:04
1:10
1:17
1:24
1:30

t

All items for publication
in the Cornell Chronicle
must be submitted to the
Chronicle office, 122 Day
Hall, by noon on the
Monday
preceeding
publication.
Only
typewritten
information
will be accepted.

Lv.
Garden £ Tower

12:00
__
—

12:20
—

12:40
—

1:00

1:15
1:18
1:25
1:32
1:38

Arr.
C jmmons

4:00
4:05
4:10
4:15
4:20
4:25
4:30
4:35
4:40
4:45
4:50
4:55
5:00
5:05
5:10
5:15
5:20
5:25
5:30

—
—

1:20
—

1:40

Arr

Hasbrouck

4:08

•4:10

4:13
4:18
4:23
4:28
4:33
4:38
4:43
4:48
4:53
4:S8
5:03
5:08
5:13
5:18
5:23
5:28
5:33
5:38

__
4:25

4:40

4:55
__
5:10

5:25
5:40

EVENING

NOON

Lv H a s b r o u c k # 1
7:30A
Lv H a s b r o u c k #2
7:32A
Lv Commons
7:35A
7:40A
Ar Goldwin-Smith
7:38A
7:43A
Ar Day H a l l
7:39A
7:4UA
Ar Garden £ Tower
7.-40A
7:45A
Ar East £ Campus Rd.
7:41A
7:47A
Return Non-stop t o North Campus

"We hope students will make use of the service on the buses now
provided for them and that they will refrain from using the "A" and
"B" locals during the morning, noon and evening rush hours so that
persons parking in the peripheral lots may enjoy reasonable service,"
Rogers said "We need everyone's cooperation if this is to work
effectively."

Chronicle

4:00 PM to 5:30 PM

Arr.
Hasbrouck
11:40

TYPICAL ROUTES AND TIME SCHEDULES

All buses will be marked — "AB" local, " B " express, Hasbrouck
and Commons, the latter two providing student service.

Campus bus service for
women wishing to use the
Helen Newman facilities
has been placed on a
permanent
basis The
schedule is as follows:
12 noon to 1 p.m.:
northbound from Day Hall
to the Alumni House
1 p m to 2 p.m.:
southbound
from the
Risley bus shelter to
campus.

1171

11 30 AH t o 1: 30 PM

MORNING

Bus to Newman

Service

October 4 ,

Lv Garden £ Tower
f.v East £ Campus Rd.
Lv Day H a l l
Lv Goldwin-Smith
Ar J e s s u p £ Triphammer
Ar Commons
Ar Hasbrouck 11
I,v Hasbrouck
Lv Commons
Goldwin-Smith
Ar Day H a l l
Ar Garden £ Tower

n

to

i?i 30A

11 :37A
11 :38A
ll:40A
1 1 :42A
1 1 :45A
1 1 :47A
__
—
1 1 :50A
11 :53A
1 1 :55A
1 1 :57A

31A
33A
1 1 : 35A
11 :

11:
-

-

1 1 : 38A
1 1 : 40A
1 1 : 41A
11:43A
1 1 : 46A
1! : 48A
1 1 ; 50A

Lv
Lv
Lv
Lv
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar

„

Garden £ Tower
E a s t £ Campus Re
Day H a l l
Goldwin-Smith
J e s s u p £ Triphammer
Commons
Hasbrouck #1
Hasbrouck |H2

:00P
4 :02P
It :03P
ij
:05P
:08P

4

4:O5P
l:07P
l:08P
4:10P
4:12P
4:13P

M :10P

n

Return Non-stop to Garden

£ Tower Road

CAMPUS BUS SERVICE - CONTINUED
CAMPUS BUS SERVICE
P a r k i n g L01 Service
October i , 1971
TV£.
Local

Express
Local
Express
Local
Express
Local
Express
Local
Express
Local
Express
Local
Express
Local
Express
Local
Express
Local
Express
Local
"
"

Lv "B" Lot
>:00A
7:15*
1:21 A
7.-27A
7:33A
'iSM
':39A
7:42A
:<45A
r.-»8«
:51A
:54A

:57A
):00A
8:03A
8:06*
S:09A
8:12A
8:15«
8:18A
8:21A
8:2UA

8:27A
8:30A
8:33A
8:39A
8:45A
8:51A
8:S7A
9:07A
9:17A
9:27A
, 9:3 A
9:4 A
10:0 A
10:1 A
10:2 A
10:3
10:4 A
10:57A
ll:07A
11:17A
11:27A
11:35A
11:»2A
ll:50A
11:57A
12:05P
12:12P
12:20P
12:27P
12:35P

alley

Arr

7
7
7
8
B
8
8
8
8
8

»3A
49A
55A
01A
07A
13A
19A
25A
31A
37A
_
•

-

-

-

Arr Day

Arr "A" Lot

7:08A
7 23A
7 29A
7 35A
7 »1A

7:13A
7:28A
7:34A

.-

7

7:»0A
7;i46A
—

47A
.-

TiSJA

7 53A

7:56A
—

7 59A
.-

8:04A
—

05A
—

•llOA
—

8

8 11*
.-

8:16 A

a 17A

8-.22A—
8:28A

8 23A
._
a 29A
8 35A
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9

41A
47A
53A
59A
06A
ISA
25A
35A
45A
55A

B:34A
—
8:40A
—
8:46A
8:52A
8:58A
9.-04A

9:10*
9:20A
9:30A
9:40A
9:50A
10:00*

Lv "A"

( A l l Loc als)
Arr Da y
Arr "B"

7:00A
7:1SA
7:3OA
7:36A
7:42 A
7:148A
7:54A

B:0OA
8:06*
8:12A
8: ISA
8:2>A
8:30A
8:36A
8 : "42*
8:U8A

!:S4A
!:0OA
J:06A
J:17A
!:27A

:0M

: K>A
: IM
:U1A
:U7A
:53*
:S9A

8:O5A
8:11A
8:17A
8:23*
8:29*
8:35A
8:41A
8:47A
8:53A
8:59 A

9:05A

):37A

9:11A
9:22A
9:32A
9:42A

!:»7A
J:57A
1 ):07A
1 >:17A
1 ):27A
1 ):37A
1 ):47A
1 ):57A
1 l:07A
1 1:17A
1 1:27A
1 l:32A

9:52A
10:02A
10:12A
10:22A
1O:32A
10:42A
10:52A
ll:02A
11:12A
11:22A
11:32A
11:37A

B:49A
8:5SA
9:01A
9:07A
9:13*
9:19*
9": 30*
9:40A
9:50A
10:00*
10:10*
10:20*
10:30A
10:40A
10:50*
11:00*
11:10*
11:20*
11:30*
11:40*
11:14 5*

1 l:50A
1 l:58A
12:05P

11:55*
12:03P
12:10P

12:03P
12:11P
12:18P

55A
OSA
11 ISA
11 25A

11:00*
11:10*

12:20P
12:27P
12:35P
12:»2P

12:25P
12:32P
12:40P
12:47P

12:33P
12:40P
12:»8P
12:55P

l:10P
1:17P
1:25P

1:18P
1:25P
1:33P

1:»2P
1:52P
2:02P
2:12P

l:50P
2: OOP
2:10P
2:20P

J

50A
1 58*
2 OSP

11:55*
12:03P
12:10P

2 20P
2:28P
2:35P
12:43P

12:25P
12:33P
12:40P
12:»SP

:05P
l:12P
i20P
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absolute essential in any solution
to the problem. Great strides
have been made in recent years
in improving the opportunities
available to minority groups but
there is still a long way to go.
This is an area of national
concern as evidence, for
example, in the support
provisions of the Pell Bill on
higher education which passed
the Senate immediately before
the summer recess. What the
provisions will be in any final
legislation is impossible to say.
Everyone on the campus is
familiar with the evolution of the
COSEP program here - a
program which has been
paralleled in one way or another
on most other major university
campuses in (he country. As the
program has evolved it has
become evident that a great deal
more attention was needed in the
management of the program
than was thought necessary in
the beginning. These problems
were
recognized
in a
particularly significant way last
year when Mr. Hunter was
appointed Director of the
Program
and a skilled
counseling staff was added to the
COSEP Office. Today's Chronicle
outlines many of the factors
which have developed during the
past year and, in particular, the
circumstances which led up to
the decision to pull together in
one place a set of policies
applicable to the Program - that
is, in the COSEP Handbook
which is published in full in
today's Chronicle.
The need for the Handbook,
and for an intensified counseling
and tutorial program became
evident when the COSEP staff
learned that the performance of
the COSEP students in the first
semester last year was
substantially below the generally
good record which the COSEP^
students had in the first few*
years of the progfajn.- As
reported in today's Chronicle,
the grade point average for the
group as a whole was only 1.9 for
the fall term last year. Mr.

Correct COSEP Figures
Subsequent to the release of
the COSEP Handbook and
University President Dale R.
Corson's speech to the
University Faculty last week,
the COSEP Office staff
recalculated
the
figures
showing the
academic
achievement in grade point of
the total COSEP population
for the 1970 fall term and the
1971 spring term.
There was an arithmetic
error in the figures originally
released, according to Mrs.
Mary S. Mosley, project
director of the COSEP
Tutorial
Program.
The
correct average grade point
average (GPA \ for the spring
term, Mrs. Mosley said, was
2.307, not 2.913 as originally
reported. For the fall term,
the correct average GPA was
1.824, not 1.903.
Hunter's goal has been to
maximize the number of
students who complete Cornell
degrees and he has acted
accordingly to arrange tutorial

and related programs. The group
grade point average for the
spring term was 2.9.
Early in the second term last
year Mr. Hunter presented a
draft of a proposed Handbook to
the COSEP Committee of which
Professor Everett of the College
of Agriculture was Chairman—a
Committee which has a faculty
member
from
each
undergraduate college. This
draft stipulated that a student
must maintain a 2.0 grade point
average if his financial aid
package was not to be
jeopardized. While in the past all
Cornell financial aid was
awarded on a somewhat similar
basis, such as academic
performance requirement was
abandoned many years ago and
this fact was made clear to the
COSEP staff.
As a result of these discussions
a COSEP Workshop was
organized for the early summer.
This Workshop met on June 17,
18, and 19 in Willard Straight
Hall under sponsorship of the
Provost. It was open to everyone
but specific invitations went to
the Deans asking them to invite
staff and faculty in their colleges
who worked with the Program,
to the COSEP Committee
members, to the Dean of the
Faculty, to the Dean of Students,
to faculty trustees, to the
Director of Willard Straight, to
the Dean of Admissions, to the
Director of Financial Aids, to
the Director of the Africana
Center, to the Vice President for
Campus Affairs, and to the
Interim Executive Committee of
the Faculty Council of
Representatives. Some eighty
people attended, including
representation from all colleges.
Some students also attended.
The Chairman of the Interim
Executive Committee declined
the invitation on the grounds that
"our presence as a faculty body
might inadvertently give a color
of legitimacy to an improper
procedure for making University
decisions."*
The Workshop asked Messrs.
Plane and Hunter to appoint a
drafting committee to revise the
Handbook and Provost Plane
announced that his policy was to
see that any Handbook published
was in conformity with existing
University
policy.
The
Handbook, however, was the
COSEP staff's Handbook.
On July 8, a drafting
committee, consisting of deans,
faculty members and COSEP
staff
produced the draft
Handbook which was identified
as a final draft.
This draft was given to the
Dean of the Faculty for his
comments and on July 23 he
stated in writing that he had
some questions about the
appropriateness of financial aid
provisions which tied continued
financial aid to academic
performance more stringent
than just "good standing." He
* President Corson said
yesterday that
"Professor
(Isadore i Blumen (chairman of
the I n t e r i m
Executive
Committee) has informed me
that his non-attendance at the
COSEP Workshop was for
reasons other than the one I
quoted."
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then stated "there is nothing else
in the draft which, to me, raises
a question of University faculty
policy." He pointed out ,two
other areas having to do with
drug policy and with on-campus
living requirements which he
thought might be of possible
Senate concern.
On July 23 Provost Plane and
Dean Penney met with Professor
Silbey, chairman
of the
University Committee on
Financial Aid and discussed the
questions raised. On July 27,
Provost Plane met with the
whole Committee on Financial
Aid who suggested a revised
financial aid policy. The Provost
asked the COSEP staff for
concurrence with this revised
policy and they agreed.
The Provost discussed the
matter further with Dean
Penney and on the Dean's advice
met with the Faculty Council
Executive Committee on August
3rd. Mr. Plane told the
committee that he would
transmit to the COSEP staff any
suggestions for changing the
Handbook and he weuld see that
the Handbook did not violate
existing University •policy. The
Committee asked that the
Handbook be delayed until there
could be a faculty meeting in the
fall. Mr. Plane did not agree to
this request, stressing that the
questions to be determined had
to do with whether the various
provisions of the Handbook were
or were not in violation of
existing policy. Furthermore,
the original intent had been to
have the Handbook ready for the
beginning of the fall semester.
Dean Penney appointed a
faculty committee under the
chairmanship of Professor Gross
of I&LR and charged it to read
the Handbook and point out
violations, if any, with existing
University policy. Provost Plane
met with the Gross committee
and they explained that their
task was merely to point out the
concerns they had and to leave to
someone else the decision
regarding resolution of the
concerns.
The Gross Committee sent
copies of the report to the
Provost and to the Dean who
transmitted it to the Interim
Executive Committe. In
accordance with the Provost's
understanding of his meeting
with the Gross Committee he
stated that it would be his
responsibility to see that their
concerns
were
properly
reflected in the final Handbook if
and when it was released. The
Provost noted that an agreement
had been worked out between the
deans of the undergraduate
colleges and the COSEP staff
concerning working relations for
the upcoming year and that Mr.
Hunter might therefore feel that
the Handbook was no longer
needed.
The Provost's position that he
would not authorize release of
the Handbook until
after
incorporation of suggestions
deriving from the Gross
Committee
report
was
communicated to the Interim
Executive
Committee on
September 10 by the Dean and
the Provost passed the Gross
Committee concerns on to the
COSEP staff. The staff changed
the Handbook to meet these
concerns.
After these and other changes
were made the Provost ruled
that no violation of existing
University policy remained and
so informed Mr. Hunter who still
wanted to release the Handbook
and who did so on September 17.
I believe that what I have said

is a fair representation of the
evolution of the COSEP
Handbook and I believe that the
matter was handled properly. If
anyone believes that I would
have handled the situation
differently he is mistaken. The
Provost acted properly in my
opinion and he has my complete
support.
I consider the issue of the
COSEP Handbook an important
issue, but not the major one at
stake. The major issues involve
educational problems growing
out of some of the educational
matters before us and to which I
alluded earlier. These issues
have to do with my responsibility
and that of the faculty dealing
with these matters.
Over the past 10 or 15 years we
have evolved a whole series of
programs at Cornell that cut
across traditional disciplinary
lines. These are programs that
"fall
between the usual
academic slates." These include
the centers such as the Center
for International Studies and the
Materials Science Center. They
include the Biological Sciences
program, and (be Africana
Center, and many others. These
have -been dealt with in a variety
of ways and as yet we have
evolved no satisfactory manner
for developing new programs

taking
all
factors
into
consideration.
I must point out that the
President is the chief executive
and chief educational officer of
the University. This is a
responsibility that he cannot
escape even if he wanted to. It is
a responsibility assigned to him
by the bylaws of the University. I
propose to continue to act in that
capacity and the Provost will
continue to be my chief deputy in
discharging this responsibility.
The problems before us.
however, deeply involve the
Faculty and the Faculty also has
major responsibilities assigned
to it. The problems we face have
far-reaching consequences for
the future of the University and
they require all the intelligence
and all the wisdom that can be
brought to bear by all of us if we
are to find even half way
satisfactory solutions.
' If we are to bring our
resources to bear effectively we
have no time for vituperation
and innuendo. We must
concentrate our efforts toward
constructive ends. I propose to
work closely with the Bean of
the Faculty and with the Faculty
Council of
Representatives
toward the identification of the
major problems before us and
toward their solution.

Text of remarks by Norman Penney, Dean of the
University Faculty, as delivered at the meeting of the
University Faculty on September 23, 1971.
I'm going to be brief.
This has been a very unhappy
and unsettling day for a number
of people because what had
begun as an effort to work out a
complicated problem has been
exacerbated to the point where
the Provost has been accused in
a campus newspaper of lying. I
believe that I have been a party
to all the dealings between the
Provost and the Faculty involved
in the COSEP Handbook
discussions, and I wish to state
flatly that the Provost did not lie
to the Faculty as to his
intentions. He made it clear to
me and I, in turn, made it clear
in writing to the IEC chairman,
that his only commitment was to
satisfy himself that the specific
objections to the so-called Gross
Committee had been met.
It is one thing to be critical of
the Provost for not continuing to
withhold the Handbook until
some Faculty review of the
revised draft could be made; * it
is quite a different matter to
accuse him of failing to honor a
commitment or not tell the
truth, and I regret very much the
misreading of the situation by
whoever it was that lead him to
make this unfortunate charge.
There appear to be a number
of factors which contributed to
the present situation. Most
important, we were trying to
work out a very complicated
question of minority education
and, tangled up with it, we are
trying to work out how the
Faculty can properly involve
itself in educational policy. The
difficulty was that we were
trying to do both things at the
same time in the heat of the
summer. This was further
aggravated by the fact that there
was a great deal of pressure put
*—It may seem needless to
point out, but some have
remonstrated with me for not
saying that there were, indeed,
some very strong criticisms
from some of the Faculty
involved as to how the Provost
handled this matter', particularly
in reference to "the Faculty."

on everybody to try and get that
book ready for publication in the
fall. And I think, that not without
its effect were some unhappy
carry over feelings which
stemmed from our difficulties of
the last few years. As is true in
so many of these matters there
appears to have been a series of
grievous misunderstandings,
some of which may have been
fostered
by mistrust and
apprehension.
You might well ask, why all
this fuss about a Handbook?
Simply stated, there were a
number of educational policy
statements in various drafts of
the book as perceived by a
number of Faculty individuals
and
committees
whose
judgement I think we all could
respect. I think an examination
of these criticisms will satisfy
most of you in this room that
that was indeed the case. I see
absolutely no mileage, however,
in this meeting in rehearsing
who said what to whom which
might have led to this unhappy
state of affairs that we now face.
There are two remaining
problems, however, with which
we have to deal. We are still
engaged in a very complicated
restructuring enterprise and we
still have the very, very pressing
problem of minority education to
further work out.
Maybe this sad story will serve
as an object lesson to the
importance of developing a
structure and means whereby
Faculty
involvement
in
educational policy decisions can
be put through regular and
efficient machinery. A problem
uppermost on my mind in the
last few days has been "who
speaks for the Faculty?" I
thought I did. I'm not sure that's
the way everybody has viewed
the situation and I'm not sure
everybody thinks that is the way
it ought to be, but I do think we
need to have an understanding as
to how faculty sentiment, in the
press or elsewhere, is to be
voiced,
particularly
when
sensitive jnatters are being dealt
with.
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quickly will introduce an undesirable
atmosphere of pressure and tension into
the College We feel that the policy of the
College should be to renew initial three
year contracts except in unusual cases,
and that the departments should exercise
the necessary care in making initial
appointments to make this policy
possible The second consideration, which
usually occurs during the Assistant
Professor's fifth year, is whether or not to
recommend him for tenure Both the first
and second considerations are of

situation with the department chairman.
The chairman will report the substance of
this discussion to the tenured members of
the
department
All departmental
recommendations must be consistent
with budgetary limitations.
2 All departmental recommendations
for promotion or appointment to tenure
should be sent to the Dean of the College
by no later than March 1 for action in that
academic year. A decision with regard to a
non-tenured faculty member holding a
second three year appointment will be
made prior to March 1 of the third year of

Academic Affairs dated 19 September
1967 and 24 November 1969. The two
memoranda are attached. They state,
briefly, that the Dean must form a threeman ad hoc committee, one of whose
members must be from outside the
College or outside of the University, to
critically assess the strength of the
candidate The Dean is not bound to
follow the recommendations of the ad hoc
committee, but must forward theirrecommendation along with his own
decision to the Provost. In practice, in
recent years, the vast majority of

"We do not believe that outstanding ability as a teacher need be a prerequisite for every
promotion or appointment to tenure. But we believe that students have a right to expect, and
the faculty an obligation to provide, engaging and effective teaching within each department
of the College, and within each graduate field. We believe it desirable, therefore, that all
teaching within the College and congruent graduate fields be regularly and systematically
evaluated. A systematic evaluation will provide more thorough and reliable data on the
teaching performance of candidates for promotion. . . . "
considerable
importance
to the
department, the College, and the
candidate We believe that all such
decisions should be formally considered
and voted upon by the tenured members
of the department, and that the
departmental decision should be reported
to the Dean of the College. We therefore
recommend that the following procedures
be uniformly followed by all departments
in the College:
A. Renewal or termination of an initial
assistant professorial appointment
1. By May 15 of the last year of an
initial appointment, a departmental
decision to renew or terminate the
appointment must be made. If the
decision is to terminate, twelve months
notice must be given
2. The normal decision will be to
renew the appointment. Only when the
performance
of the candidate is
demonstrably below the standards of the
College will the appointment be
terminated.
3. The department chairman, in
consultation with the candidate, will
prepare a complete file regarding the
candidate. The file will include copies of
all the candidate's publications, all data
regarding his teaching performance
including a comparison with the
departmental standard, and any other
evidence of scholarship that the candidate
feels is pertinent. The file will be
assembled sufficiently in advance of the
meeting, and sufficient copies will be
made to allow all tenured faculty
members a reasonable opportunity to
examine it.
4. The departmental decision will be
made at a meeting of the tenured faculty
of the department which has been called
expressly for this purpose. A formal vote
will be taken and recorded. The
department chairman will attempt to
obtain the votes of tenured faculty
members not in attendance at the
meeting.
5. The departmental decision, a copy
of the file, and a justification for the
decision shall be sent to the Dean of the
College.
B Recommendation for promotion or
appointment to tenure or termination of a
second
three
year
non-tenured
appointment
1
Prior to the departmental
consideration of candidates, the Dean of
the College will discuss the budgetary

that appointment. When the decision is
not to recommend tenure, a minimum of
,one year's notice shall be given
3. The department chairman will
prepare a file, as described above (A(3))
In addition, the file will contain a record of
the faculty member's service to the
University
4. The department chairman will
solicit
at least
three
letters of
recommendation from persons outside
Cornell. Letters should be sought from
persons in a position to comment in a
discriminating way on the candidate's
current professional work. The candidate
may suggest some of the outside
references, but these should be a minority
of the letters solicited A copy of all
outside letters received together with the
request for the letter of recommendation
shall be included in the candidate's file.
5. When appropriate the chairman
shall solicit the opinion of other junior
faculty members within the department
and of faculty members outside the
department.
6. The departmental decision will be
made at a meeting of the tenured faculty
of the department which has been called
expressly for this purpose. A formal vote
will be taken and recorded The
department chairman will attempt to
obtain the votes of all of the tenured
faculty members, including those on
leave.
7. The department shall submit to the
Dean a report, which will include the
departmental decision, a complete copy of
the candidate's file, and a justification of
the decision. In addition, the report will
contain a comparison between the
candidate
and several
outstanding
scholars
with
similar
professional
interests and experience outside Cornell.
The Dean of the College will have the
responsibility of insuring that the above
procedures are followed in all cases. In
the event that a procedural deficiency
exists, the departmental action will not be
considered final and the Dean will take no
further action until that deficiency is
rectified.

Procedures for the Review of
Departmental
Decisions
Regarding Tenure
The existing procedures for the review
of departmental recommendations for
tenure
are summarized
in two
memoranda from the Vice President for

departmental recommendations result in
a tenure appointment being offered to the
candidate
We have made a modest survey of
procedures used in other leading
universities, and have found that the
Cornell
procedures
are somewhat
unusual. A more common practice is to
have the function of the ad hoc committee
performed
by a standing
faculty
committee which reviews all of the
departmental
recommendations
for
tenure.
The ad hoc committee system has the
advantage of involving large numbers of
faculty members in the decisions which
shape the future of the College, and thus
avoids the possibility of a small number of
persons shaping the College according to
their own personal views. Furthermore,
since a typical ad hoc committee member
reviews no more than a single case in a

virtually no one outside of the candidate's
department within the College who is
competent to review the departmental
decision. It may be difficult for a person
outside the field to interpret letters of
recommendation, or even to assess the
stature of the authors of the letters
We feel the ad hoc committee and the
standing
committee
systems
have
complementary advantages, and that use
of both would produce a mechanism
which would provide a more uniform
standard for scholarly distinction. We
therefore
propose the
following
procedures for the review of departmental
recommendations for tenure.
A Ad Hoc Committee
1. Each year, every department
chairman shall»..supply the Dean of the
College with a list of faculty who he
believes would be suitable to serve on an
ad hoc committee. The list need not be
restricted to tenured faculty, but there
shall be no requirement to include nontenured faculty.
2. When adepartment forwards to the
Dean a recommendation for tenure, the
Dean will convene an ad hoc committee
of three Cornell University faculty
members Members of the ad hoc
committee from within the College will be
selected by the Dean from the list
supplied by the department chairman. No
member shall be from the department
making the recommendation.
3. The Dean will appoint a recognized
scholar in the field of the candidate from
outside Cornell to serve as a consultant to
the ad hoc committee. The ad hoc
committee will submit to the Dean a list of
several
possible
consultants
The
chairman of the department concerned
will have the opportunity to state explicit
.objections to anyone on the list. The
consultant will be expected to read the
candidate's file, and furnish a written
report. He will also furnish the ad hoc
Committee with a list of persons to whom

"It is usually premature,at the end of two years to make a
final decision regarding the professional capabilities of a
candidate, and the practice of making such decisions so
quickly will introduce an undesirable atmosphere of pressure
and tension into the College."
year, he may be expected to perform a
more thorough analysis of the particular
case that he is reviewing.
On the other hand, we feel that there
are certain disadvantages to the ad hoc
committee system Since there is no
continuity from committee to committee,
it may be difficult for an ad hoc committee
to gam the necessary perspective on a
particular appointment. The recent history
of departmental appointments and the
quality of a person that a particular
department should be appointing may be
difficult to assess. Furthermore, the
standards that are applied for the final
decision may well vary from committee to
committee. Another weakness inherent in
the ad hoc committee system is the
relative ease with which its decisions can
be overridden. Since it is a temporary
group
concerned
with
a single
appointment and has no long-term
mandate to uphold the standards of the
College, it is apt to press its case less
strongly than a department when their
views differ.
The
increasing
specialization of
academic disciplines gives rise to a further
difficulty. In some fields, there may be

it would be appropriate to write for letters
of recommendation In general, the
consultant should attend a meeting of the
ad hoc committee The consultant will be
paid an appropriate fee.
4. The ad hoc committee will forward
a written report to the Dean, which will
include the report of the consultant. They
Will address the questions referred to in
the accompanying memoranda The
committee should present the arguments
for and against the appointment They
need not be required to come to a definite
decision, but may do so if they are so
inclined.
B. Appointments Committee
1 There shall be a standing
committee of the College to advise the
Dean with regard to tenure appointments.
The Committee shall consist of twelve
tenured faculty members; four in each of
the fields of Natural Sciences. Social
Sciences, and Humanities. Members will
serve for fixed overlapping terms.
Members will be appointed by the
Nominations Committee of the College
2 After receiving the report of the ad
hoc committee, the'Dean will send that
report and the candidate's file to the
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On Arts College Tenure Policy
Appointments
Committee
The appointments Committee may divide into
subcommittees
for
a
preliminary
consideration of candidates, but in all
cases a decision will be reached by a
formal vote of the whole committee The
Appointments Committee will confine its
considerations
to the merits of each
individual case and the needs of the
department
as
revealed
by
the
departmental and ad hoc committee
reports, and such information as they
request or receive from the Dean. If the
Appointments Committee finds the ad hoc
committee report incomplete, it may
request the Dean to convene another ad
hoc committee
The Appointments
Committee may request the department
chairman, the chairman of the ad hoc
committee, or the Dean of the College to
appear before them.
3. A member of the Appointments
Committee will not participate in any way
in the review of a recommendation by his
department
4 If the recommendation of the Dean
differs from that of the Appointments
Committee, he will notify the Committee
in writing and explain his decision. He will
also notify the University Administration of
the decision of the Appointments
Committee.
5. The Dean of the College may
consult with the Appointments Committee
with regard to a departmental decision to
terminate an appointment when the Dean
considers that decision to be grossly
unjustified
September 13. 1971
R Rosecrance
N Sturgeon
P. Stein. Chairman
M Young
R Zweig

Appendix I
MEMORANDUM
TO: Deans. Directors and Department
Heads
From: Stuart M Brown, Jr.
Subject: Academic Appointments and
Promotions
I. General
Recommendations.
for
new
appointments,
reappointments.
and
promotions are normally initiated by
academic
departments.
and
the
departments must assume the burden of
proof. Because the recommendation in
order to succeed must be approved by the
Department Chairman, the appropriate
Dean, the Office of the President, and in
the case of tenure appointments by the
Board of Trustees, the evidence and
testimony which constitute the proof for
each case must be supplied for each
separate recommendation and must be
part of a package accompanying each
appointment form.
For all new appointments, whether to
tenure or non-tenure positions, the
minimum package should include, in
addition to the appropriate appointment
form, a letter from the chairman of the
department indicating the scope of the
department's search for the candidate, the
vote of the faculty on the candidate, the
chairman's view of the candidate's
strengths and weaknesses, and a
statement as to why the candidate is
considered the best that can be found for
the position.
II.
Non-tenured Appointments
and
Promotions
New non-tenure appointments to the
rank of instructor or assistant professor

need be supported only by the letter
containing the information described
above. But under special circumstances,
non-tenure appointments may be made to
the tenured rank of associate or full
professor Non-tenure appointments to
these tenure ranks may be recommended
only for a definite term, usually three or
five years, and the accompanying letter
must explain why the appointment is
being made to a tenure position while
tenure itself is being withheld.
Reappointments to the non-tenure
ranks of instructor or assistant professor
should be recommended only after a
review of the candidate's performance
and qualifications and possible future in
th<? department. The outcome of the

committee remains anonymous is left to
the committee itself, anonymity being
absolutely essential in some cases and
undesirable in others. The committees are
encouraged to make their own inquiries
and pursue
any further
line of
investigation which seems to them
pertinent. After their investigations are
complete, the committees make a full
written report to the Dean stating whether
in their opinion the recommendation
should be supported or not and giving
their reasons
After considering the report of the ad
hoc committee and making any additional
inquiries of his own, the Dean makes his
recommendation to the Office of the
President The Dean need not accept the

"The increasing specialization of academic disciplines
gives rise to a further difficulty. In some fields, there may be
virtually no one outside of the candidate s department within
the College who is competent to review the departmental
decision."
review should be reported in a letter
accompanying
the
appropriate
appointment, forms.
III. Tenured Appointments
The recommendations for new tenure
appointments and promotions from nontenure to tenure
must
be fully
documented by the Department Chairman
and reviewed by an ad hoc committee
appointed by the Dean of the College
The documents
supporting each
recommendation should be as full as
possible and should include at least the
following items: ( D a complete and up-todate bibliography: (2) copy of the
candidate's maior publications, whether
books or research papers; (3) letters from
experts in the candidate's field from
institutions other than Cornell testifying to
the candidate's qualifications as a teacher
and a scientist or scholar: (4) a letter from
the Department Chairman carefully and
fully assessing the evidence and
testimony and reporting the result of the
department vote in support of the
recommendations Letters from students
reporting the candidate's success as a
teacher might also be included. So might
letters from the candidate's Cornell
colleagues although these are less
important than letters from outside
experts. Letters from outside experts
should be from peers at other institutions
and not merely from former teachers and
former fellow graduate students. Although
each
dean, committee,
and
the
responsible officials in the Office of the
President are expected to make their own
inquiries, the department making a
recommendation should not rely on these
inquiries
to
strengthen
the
recommendation further: each case, that
is, is assumed at the time it is made to be
as fully and completely documented and
argued as possible. The Department
Chairman forwards the recommendation
with these supporting documents to his
Dean
If the Dean judges the recommendation
to
be adequately
supported
and
documented, he appoints an ad hoc
committee to consider the evidence and
advise him as to its strength. These
committees consist at a minimum of three
members, none of whom is from the
candidate's own department and at least
one of whom is from outside the
candidate's college or the University. The
decision as to whether or not the

advice of the ad hoc committee, but
whether or not he accepts it, he must
forward the report of the ad hoc
committee to the Office of the President
with his own recommendation. Should the
Dean think himself unable to accept the
advice of the ad hoc committee, he must,
in making his recommendation explain
why.
In the Office of the President, the
recommendation is received by the Vice
President for Academic Affairs who
routinely has it reviewed by the Dean of
the Graduate School and, in the case of
appointments in the statutory colleges, by
the Vice Provost If the recommendation
passes this final stage of review, which
may include consideration of new
evidence and additional testimony, the
Vice President for Academic Affairs
endorses it for action by the Board of
Trustees
IV Summary
What is essential in this whole
procedure is that every appointment in
order to become final must be approved
by the appropriate Department Chairman.
Dean, and the Office of the President. For
any tenure appointment to become final,
action by the Board of Trustees is also
necessary.

Appendix II
19 September 1967
for
Making
Tenure
Appointments
The strengths of a department, of a
college, and of the University clearly
depend on the wisdom of the decisions on
tenure
appointments
Each tenure
decision is a turning point, gentle or
sharp, in the development of the
institution Each gives an opportunity to
give a man. a department, and a college
more visibility and to establish rewarding
associations with other colleges and other
universities. Each tenure decision colors
all the other decisions shaping a
department
The department, the dean, and the
Provost, must all be in agreement to grant
tenure, although the final formal operation
is recommendation by the President and
election by the Board of Trustees No
change is contemplated
in these
responsibilities
The purpose of the following procedure
is to establish a minimum breadth and
depth of the study of a candidacy for
Procedure

tenure and to provide the Provost with a
systematic analysis of the case for tenure
that emerges from this study.
The study and analysis should address
at least the following questions:
1 ) How does this position fit into the
strategy of strength in the department and
college?
Are
departmental
aims
appropriate.
and
are
departmental
priorities stable enough to justify a tenure
appointment in this area?
2.) What does all the evidence reveal
about the promise of the candidate as a
scholar and as a teacher in the 10-20 year
future?
3.) Is this the ablest and most
promising man that Cornell can expect to
attract to this position7
The following procedure for study and
presentation of the case should be
considered a minimum program, and
deans may add intensity or breadth.
1.) The initiative for a candidacy for
tenure will occur within a college by any
procedure the college chooses.
2.) When tenure has been proposed, the
dean will appoint a three-man ad hoc
committee to study the candidacy. No
member of the committee will be from the
candidate's department (this provision will
be. of course, inapplicable in colleges that
are not divided into departments). The
committee wil[ ordinarily include one
member from another Cornell college.
Whenever appropriate, that is. when an
especially strong department is involved
and when time permits, the committee
will include one member outside the
University.
3.) The committee will conduct its study
in any manner agreeable to the dean, but
it will address at least the three major
elements above. The committee or the
dean will solicit analytical letters from
distinguished
professors
at
other
universities and from others familiar with
the candidate's work and promise. The
dean will provide the committee with
copies of journal articles, books, and other
materials and services relevant to its
study. The committee will present a
written report to the dean, accompanied
by these letters and other supporting
documents
4.) If the dean recommends tenure, he
will present his analysis together with the
committee's report and supporting letters
to the Provost.
5.) In some rare instances of urgency,
the Provost's decision may be made on
recommendation of the dean before he
receives the report of the ad hoc
.committee.
The
committee
will
nevertheless proceed with its study and
post hoc report, which will be valuable in
assessing the future of the department
concerned.

Female Studies
Continued from Page' 4
outlined three ways in which the
program could build support for itself
— through "coffee conversations" with
members of the faculty, through
helping to locate unused, funds in the
various colleges and centers, and
through "donations-in-kind." in which a
department would free a person to
teach a female studies course by
finding someone to take over part of
his original teaching assignment.
Joanna Russ. an assistant professor
in English, stated that the program is
not short of personnel for the spring.
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Sisler Notes Dwindling
Of World's Farmland
A Cornell agricultural economist has cautioned that the world's
arable lands have dwindled to the size of a football field per person
and. unless something changes, we could run out of productive land
in 60 years.
Daniel G. Sisler, professor in the New York State College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences, said that in the nineteenth century
each person living in Europe and North America had the equivalent of
five football fields that could be used to produce food for him.
"They could afford to use traditional agricultural techniques
because they had land to spare," Sisler said. "But now most
countries have to get more and more food out of their football fields."
Sisler made his remarks
during a Biology and Society
lecture in the Alice Statler
auditorium
Simple mathematics brought
Sisler to his conclusions The
Senator James L. Buckley will
planet earth has 36 billion acres
be the keynote speaker at the
of land surface, but much of that
annual Conservation Leaders'
is too cold or too and to farm.
Forum, October 7. at Cornell
Only about one-third of the
University
available land — about 10 billion
Speaking at 10 a.m. in Statler
acres — is used by man. Of this,
Hall
on
the
theme
3.6 billion acres are used for
"Environmental
Challenges."
crop production.
Buckley will be followed by five
"The real job of feeding people
other speakers representing the
is going to have to be
points of view of the consumer, accomplished on the arable 3.6
industry, family, community, and billion acres." Sisler said. "There
the agricultural industry.
are 3.4 billion people on earth,
The day-long session, open to > and if you divide this into the 3 6
the public, is sponsored by the billion acres, you get 1 1 acre per
NY State College of Agriculture person — just about the size of a
and Life Sciences, Cornell
regulation football field."
Senator Buckley is particularly
Sisler continued his football
interested in ecological problems analogy by pointing out that from
associated with the development the goal line to the five yard line
of the Arctic, and with the proper
is five per cent of the field The
utilization of biological resources world's population is .increasing
in the Far North
about 1.7 per cent per year, so in
three
years this would be five per
He participated in expeditions
cent
—
five yards on the field.
to the Canadian Arctic in 1967
"The
long-range conclusions,"
and to Greenland in 1.969. These
expeditions were part of a project Sisler said, "seem obvious. In 60
to capture and domesticate years we'll be out of land."
The agricultural economist
muskoxen in order to provide
stressed
that his figuring is based
eskimos and other northern
people with a means of self on conditions as they now stand.
The population growth may slow
support.
down or new lands might be
Following Buckley's talk, Alfred brought into production or more
E Kahn, dean of the College of intensive farming methods could
Arts and Sciences will speak.
be adopted

Sen. Buckley
To Address
Forum Here
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Policy on Freeze
In response to a large number of recent inquiries about
President Nixon's wage freeze, Diedrich K. Willers, director of
personnel and secretary and coordinator of the University
Committee on Salaries and Wages, has issued a memorandum
noting that the University's policy remains unchanged.
"The University's position has been reviewed both with
University Counsel and special outside Counsel, and the
memoranda that were issued continue to be the University
policy." Willers wrote in his memo to deans, directors and
department chairmen.
If there are additional regulations on easing the freeze, the
University plans to review all questions and cancellations on
rate adjustments, according to Willers.
Deans, directors and department chairmen have been asked
to furnish the Personnel Department with a list of the names
and job titles of all people in their departments — academic,
non-academic (exempt and non-exempt) and students — for
whom salary adjustments have been withheld or cancelled due
to President Nixon's Executive Order. Names should be sent to
Mrs. Florence Blanchard. She can be reached by telephone at 6
4953

After 31 years of faithful
performance, the old sound
system in Bailey Hall has been
replaced
(except
for
the
speakers).
The
old-mixerpre-amplifiers and amplifiers were
manufactured
by
Western
Electna Company, who are no
longer in the type of business.
The new sound system was
designed by engineers from
Buildings and Properties and
Diversified Concepts, Inc. of
Skaneateles. NY The system is
composed of solid state Altec
components to provide for the
control of ten low impedance
Two physicians in Cornell's
microphones. one
magnetic
phono input, and one tape or line Graduate School "of Nutrition
feed input, which will also have been given a grant of
$1 46,000 to study whether poor
accommodate film sound track
A supercable system is used in, health prevents women in low
conjunction with a Revocon income groups from getting or
jobs
and
from
remote control unit that can be holding
in
manpower
plugged in at any one of three participating
stations. The operator can now programs.
The project is directed by Dr.
sit in the audience and control
the sound level from five different Daphne Roe, associate clinical
microphones
independently. professor of nutrition, and Dr
Also, a master level control is Michael Latham, professor of
nutrition.
available on this unit for i n t e r n a t i o n a l
controlling the level of all !5) Cooperating with _them are
microphones
simultaneously. Harold Feldman, professor of.
When the operator is adjusting human development and family
the equipment in the control studies, and Ethel L. Vatter.
of
consumer
room back stage, a monitor professor
economics and public policy,
speaker is provided to assist him
No new accoustical treatment both of the New York State
of the hall was necessary, as the College of Human Ecology.
Work is being done-with funds
existing speaker system proved
granted Cornell by the U.S.
to be adequate
Department
of
Labor
to
It is hoped that in the near
future a second 100-watt power investigate the health and
amplifier can be purchased to act nutritional status of working and
non-working mothers in low
as a "Stand-by."

Physicians Study Nutrition
Of Low Income Women
income families.
The investigation will be in
Tompkins, Chemung. Broome,
Cortland and Cayuga Counties.
Dr
Roe
said
particular
attention will be paid to whether
factors such as nonavailability of
medical and dental services,
barriers to health care, and
difficulties in participation in
government
food
programs
contribute to poor health of
women living on low incomes.
Information will be obtained
on existing health services and
how well or badly they serve the
poor; she said.
Dr Roe and Dr. Latham said
they hope their work will result
both in recommendations for
necessary
improvements
in
health and nutrition services for
low income families and in plans
to assure early treatment for
remediable
disabilities
This
could
result
in
future
employment for those who wish
to work but who are now unfit

New Office Handles Student Records, Finance
A major administrative reorganization aimed at
consolidating and improving student services related to
admissions records, student biographical and academic
records, and financial services has resulted in the
formation of the Office of Student Records and Finance
The realignment is designed to strengthen both policy
development and administration, according to Samuel A.
Lawrence, vice president for administration The
reorganization, which was approved Sept 8 at a meeting
of the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees, is
effective immediately.
R Peter Jackson. University registrar and director of
the new office stated its objectives are "to improve
service to students to achieve operational efficiencies and
to strengthen administrative controls by relating all
student transactions to a single data base."
Jackson has administrative responsibility for financial
aid, registration, student accounts and admissions
processing and records He reports to the vice president
for administration
Jackson said that all agencies of the Office of Student
Records and Finance will be located on the second floor
of Day Hall, enabling students to complete matters of
records and finance in a single location. Implementation
of the proposed location changes is just starting -to get
underway, he said, and all moves are expected to be
completed this fall.
The realignment also consolidated policy-making
responsibility in admissions and financial aid under
Walter A Snickenberger. former dean of admissions and

currently dean of admissions and financial aid.
Snickenberger explained that through the new
admissions and financial aid organization, it should be
possible to achieve better coordination of admissions
policies throughout the University and thus insure clearer
_ interpretation of these policies to the public.
In addition. Snickenberger stated that the alignment of
admissions and financial aid policy responsibility under
the University provost will facilitate the development of
policies governing the awarding of the University's
financial aid funds. It will also serve to coordinate the
allocation of financial aid among students of the various
colleges. Snickenberger said.
Snickenberger reports to Robert A. Plane, University
provost
Staff members brought into the consolidation under
Jackson are Gary A Lee, who will continue as director of
scholarships and financial aid: Ralph A. Miller, assistant
University treasurer (student accounts) who has assumed
the additional title of University bursar, and Richard T.
Vail, former assistant director of admissions, who is now
director of admissions records. With their respective
staffs, the office will total about 70 persons.
Byron G McCalmon, former director of student
information systems in the Office of the Registrar, is
currently assistant director of student records and finance
for systems development under Jackson Jackson will
continue as registrar until a successor is appointed.
Robert W Storandt will continue as director of
admissions under Snickenberger.
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Students Plan Bicycle Path Network
A
community-oriented
classroom project to develop a
comprehensive
network
of
bicycle trails in and around
Ithaca is under way at the NY.
State College of Agriculture and
Life Sciences. Cornell University.
Undertaking the project, which
would ha.ve a major impact on
the traffic patterns of the Ithaca
community and its surrounding
areas, are students in landscape
architecture
They hope to
plan for "bikes
the city and the tov.
The !
•
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Bulletin Board
Two New Locations Announced
The Office of the Vice President for Administration is now located in
Room 303, Day Hall and has a new phone listing of 256-5030.
The Department of Geological Sciences has moved from McGraw
Hall to Kimball Hall. All literature, information, seminar notices, etc.
for this department should be routed to Kimball Hall, effective
immediately.

Biology and Society Lecture
L. Pearce Williams, chairman of the Departn
professor of the history of science, will ;
logical Growth" in thi
University's Biology and Society series H
p m Monday in the Statler Auditorium
ture, which is open to I
i DivisiO!
1

out under the
Robert J

Morid

Hoi!;

International Wives to Meet

hope to come up with a
system that will provide .
access routes to downtown
areas of the city and integrated
networks of trails that would
connect
surrounding
parks,
nature trails, and other points of
interest. Incorporation of rest
areas,
lighting
units,
and
establishment
of
appropriate
sign posts, among other things,
figure prominently in the design
work.

ations
of the

Agnculi

College'
i

f Histoi

International V\
ip Club, Cam|
for International Hos| I
I'
Thursday in the mail
I
I Jnit. North
Campus Dorm 8
The program presents an opportunity to get acq
foreign and American wives, to exchange ideas and to enjoy
other's company Last year the group had members from more than
50 countries, with about one-third of the members coming from the
U.S.
Although membership consists primarily of wives, any woman in
the community is invited to join, either by signing up at next week's
meeting or by calling Cecilia Linscott (273-5675)

Arts Faculty to

Decide

Part-Time Degree Considered
The Arts College faculty will consider adopting a
program providing part-time degree candidacy for
local area residents at its monthly meeting Tuesday
at 4:30 p.m. in Goldwin Smith D
The proposal by the College's Educational Policy
Committee is designed to give persons who are not
of normal college age or status and who are
residents of the Ithaca area an opportunity to study
for a degree at the Arts College.
The details of the program and the steps
necessary to change the Arts College's current
regulations are outlined by Dean Alfred E. Kahn in
the following memorandum sent to all Arts faculty:
"On November 6, 1961, the College Faculty
adopted the following requirement for the B A
degree:
That no more than 60 hours of Advanced
Standing Credit shall be granted to transfer
students: that a minimum of two years of residence
in this College and this College only shall be
required...' While the wording is not unequivocal,
that rule has consistently been interpreted as
requiring two years of full-time residency in the
College, although as with all our rules, the
Academic Records Committee entertains petitions
for exemptions, and occasionally grants them In
the interest of clarity, I propose, first, the insertion
of "full-time" before the word "residence" in the
above legislation
"Second, the Educational Policy Committee
unanimously recommends the addition of the
following exception to the rule quoted above:
'The requirement that the minimum of two years
of residence in the College be full-time will not
apply to local area residents who have been
formally admitted to part-time degree candidacy.'
"The
Policy
Committee,
by this action,
recommends the institution of a formal program of
part-time degree candidacy, in accordance with the
following general guidelines:
1. It would be open only to residents of the area.
2. It is not intended for people of normal college
age or status; or to encourage people of that age or
status to move into the area in order to study parttime; or to permit full-time students to shift to parttime status.

3. Candidates for this program would have to
apply to the College for admission as degree
candidates; and we would of course admit only
those we felt could do the work successfully
4. We would accept transfer credits from other
institutions, following the same rules as we now
use for other transfer applicants; and, following the
above legislation, we would normally expect
students in this program to do 60 hours of their
work at Cornell.
5. Part-time study would ordinarily consist of one
to three courses per semester We would state that
the program was not aimed at casual students
Rather, we would invite applications from people
who propose seriously to enter upon candidacy for
a degree, taking courses that fit into a coherent
program, meeting their various distribution and
major requirements We would expect applicants to
present a plan for getting their degrees and to have
their programs approved by academic advisors.
6. If the Faculty approved this program, we
would ask the University to consider making
provision
for
prorated
tuition,
waiver
of
inappropriate fees, and free tuition for faculty
wives.
"We expect that the largest group of participants
in such a program would be faculty wives; but we
would hope also to attract other adult residents of
the area."

Faculty Backs Plane
Continued from Page 2
Corson said he expected that there would be
"active pursuit" of a sale arrangement within the
next few months. He felt it was impossible to set a
deadline for the sale, but hoped a decision could be
reached by the end of the 197 1-72 academic year.
Although CAL has made progress in shifting to
more non-defense activities, about 75 per cent of
its work remains in the national defense area, most
of which is classified, according to Corson. He
noted that it is difficult to move out of this area
since funds are not readily available for other kinds
of projects

Intramural Cross-Country Meet
Deadline on entries for the Intramural cross-country meet is
Wednesday, Oct. 6, at 2 p.m in the Intramural Office, Teagle Hall

Electrical Service Interruption
Electrical service to the Federal Nutrition Laboratory will be
suspended for about seven and one-half hours from 8:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Monday, Oct. 1 1, for the purpose of renewing primary service
to the building.

Belgian-American Student Exchange
The International Student Office announces a Belgian-American
Student Exchange Program sponsored by The Experiment In
International Living. A group of student guests will be in Ithaca from
November 22nd to November 24th. Faculty and students interested
in hosting one or more students please contact Jerry Wilcox at the
International Student Office. 256-5243

Language Placement Exams
A student planning to take a modern language in a future semester
must take the examination in that language if he has had either highschool or college credit or other background at home or abroad, and
has not been placed in a course A student need not take the exam if
he has already met the qualification requirement in that language.
Students with questions about placement and language courses
should go to the Department of Modern Languages, 106 Morrill Hall.
Graduate students should consult their chairmen about language
requirements. The definition of the requirement is made by the
graduate field, the evaluation of proficiency is made by the student's
committee.
The exams are given six times a year: September. October and
February for placement — January. May and August for final exams.
A student need not register for the'exam if he will take it as part of the
final in a language course, but must register in advance to take the
exam for any other purpose. Freshmen and transfers will be allowed
to register at the door in September. Returning students must register
in advance, and are urged to avoid the September testing.
Registration should be done in person, if possible, at Room 203
Barnes Hall There is a fee of $2,00 payable upon registration.
Registration by mail will be accepted during the summer from
students who are away from Ithaca.
Please register as soon as possible. Registrations will be accepted
as long as space and materials are available.
The next exam is Wednesday. October 13th at 7:30 p.m. — French
in Olin 165. German in Olin 145. Spanish in Ohn 276, Russian in
Barnes 203.
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Calendar
September 30-October 10
Thursday, September 30
11:15 a.m. NIH Biophysical-Bioorgamc Lecture
Series. Professor Gerald M. Edelman of Rockefeller
University "The Molecular Biology and Chemistry of
the Immune Response" Room 1 19-Baker Lab.
4 30 p m Public Lecture: Walter J. Meserve,
Professor of Theatre and Director of East Asian
Studies. Indiana University, "Uncle Tom's Cat>
China " 2 0 4 Lincoln Hall.
4 30 p.m. Food Science Seminar: "Environmental
Pollution". Dr. Robert H. Broad, Commissioner of
Health, Tompkins County Dept. of Health. 204
Stocking Hall. Refreshments served at 4:15 p.m.
4:45 p.m. Grad School Financial Aids Clinic:
"Specific Awards." Sponsored by Career Center
8:00 p m. "Cornell Duplicate Bridge. Sage
Cafeteria.
8:00 p.m. "Jazz Protections Concert. Memorial
Room in Willard Straight Hall. CornellJazz Society,
sponsor.

Tuesday, October 5

Saturday, October 9

11:15 am NIH Biophysical-Bioorgamc Lecture
Series. Professor Gerald M Edelman of Rockefeller
University "The Molecular Biology and Chemistry ol
the Immune Response " Room 1 1 9-Baker Lab.
7:00 p.m. 'Guitar Lessons University Unions,
sponsor. North Room-Willard Straight Hall. (Weekly
lessons, series ends Oct. 26.)
7:30 p.m. Senate Meeting Kaufmann Auditorium
8:00 p.m. SECS film Birthright, a film on the
delivery of a child. Noyes Lounge.

1 1:30 am * Freshman Football - Princeton
11:30 a.m. Varsity Soccer - Princeton
2:00 p.m 'Varsity Football - Princeton. Schoellkopf
Field
5-7:30 p.m. "Steak Escape - Statler (See Oct. 2).
6-8:00 p.m. "Steak Royale - Statler (See Oct. 2)
7 & 9: 15 p.m ' Film Midnight Cowboy (1 969) with
Dustin Hoffman and Jon Voight. Cornell Cinema,
sponsor Ives 120. Attendance limited to Cornell
Community. (See Oct. 8).
7 & 9:15 p.m. "Film. Pier Paolo Pasolini's Medea
(1971) starring Maria Cailas Cornell Cinema,
sponsor. Statler Auditorium. (See Oct. 8).
8^15 p.m. "University Theatre Production. Henry IV
Drummond Studio. (See Oct. 8).
8.30 p.m. "Ken Kunken Benefit. Rare Earth and
Mandrill in Barton Hall. University Unions, sponsor

Friday, October 1
4:30 p.m. Senate Committee on Religious Affairs
Meeting Anabel Taylor 314.
7 & 9:15 p.m. "Film. Goodbye Columbus (1969)
with AN McGraw and Richard Benjamin. Cornell
Cinema, sponsor Ives 120. Attendance limited to
Cornell Community.
7:30 p.m. Cornell Christian Fellowship Lecture:
Mike Kelly speaking on "Radical Christianity."
International Lounge-Willard Straight Hall

Saturday, October 2
2:00p.m. "Freshman Football
5 - 7:30 p.m. 'STEAK ESCAPE: Hotel School
Project. Student Cafeteria-Statler Hall.
6 - 8 p.m. 'STEAKS ROYALE: Hotel School Project
Main Dining Room Statler Hall
7:00 p.m. 'Film Khamoshi. Cornell India Assoc,
sponsor. Goldwin Smith D. Attendance limited to
Cornell Community
7 & 9:15 p.m. 'Film Goodbye Columbus Ives 120
Attendance limited to Cornell Community (See Oct.
1).

Sunday, October 3
11 a.m. Sage Chapel Service The Rev Ralph N.
Helverson. Pastor, First Church Unitarian, Cambridge,
Mass
1 00 p.m. Flea Market. Cornell Amateur Radio Club,
sponsor. Memorial Room - Willard Straight Hall BuySell-Trade electronic, hi-fi and stereo equipment.
7 & 9:15 p.m. * Film. Beauty and the Beast (1946)
Directed by Jean Cocteau Statler Auditorium. (French
Film Series)
10.00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Ping pong club. Open
meeting and round robin Third floor lounge. Noyes
Center

Monday, October 4
4:30 p.m. Concert Frescabaldi: Fion Musicali
Organ and Gregorian Chant Anne Parks and Vito
Imbasciani. Barnes Hall. Sponsored by Music Dept.
8:00 p.m. Biology and Society Lecture Series.
"TECHNOLOGY:
Reservations
Concerning
Technological Growth" L. Pearce Williams. Chairman,
History Dept. Prof. History of Science. Statler
Auditorium.
8:00 p.m. * Film Clark Gable and Claudette Colbert
in It Happened One Night (1934). Cornell Cinema,
sponsor. Ives 120. Attendance limited to Cornell
Community
8:00 p m. "Cornell Duplicate Bridge. Sage
Cafeteria.

Wednesday, October 6
4:30 p rn. Videotape Children of the Barriada by J.
M. Stycos. Cornell Colombian Peace Corps Intern
Program, sponsor. Room NG-02 Martha Van
Rensselaer
4:45 p.m. Graduate School Financial Aids Clinic: "A
Financial Overview." Career Center/ sponsor. Ives
120
7:30 p.m. Cornell Student Chapter of ACLU will
have its organizational meeting in the Art Lounge.
Willard Straight Hall. All members and potential
members invited.
8:00 p.m. Graduate Christian Forum Lecture.
"Future Perspectives on the Person in a Technocratic
World" Dr. James M. Houston. Principal of Regent
College, University of British Colubia, formerly
geography professor at Oxford University, Eqnland
8:00 p.m. 'Film Orson Welles' Citizen Kane (1941)
Cornell Cinema, sponsor. Ives 1 2O.Attendance limited
to Cornell Community
8:00 p.m. Graduate Christian Forum Lecture:
"Future Perspectives on the Person in a Technocratic
World" Dr. James M. Houston, Principal of Regent
College, University of British Columbia.

Thursday, October 7
4:00 p.m. SIMS Lecture: "Transcendental
Meditation" (2nd introductory lecture) Lew Leonard.
New York State Coordinator for Students Intl.
Meditation Society. Goldwin Smith C.
7:00 p.m. Open House: for all interested in
ecological activities, especially recycling Ecology
House (Residential Club). Come or call 256-0623 if
interested
7:30 p.m. Cornell Ski Club meeting and film
Memorial Room
8:00 "Cornell Duplicate Bridge Sage Cafeteria.
8:15 p.m. 'University Theatre Production. Henry IV
by Luigi Pirandello Drummond Studio.

Friday, October 8
4:30 p.m. Senate Committee on Religious Affairs
Meeting. Anabel Taylor 314.
7 & 9:15 p.m. 'Film Pier Paolo Pasolini's Medea
(1971) Starring Maria Callas. Cornell Cinema,
sponsor. Statler Auditorium
7 & 9:15 p.m. 'Film Midnight Cowboy (1969)
with Dustin Hoffman and Jon Voight. Cornell
Cinema, sponsor. Ives 120. Attendance limited
to Cornell Community.
8:1 5 p.m. ' University Theatre Production Henry IV
Drummond Studio. (See Oct. 7)

Sunday, October 10
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Ping pong club Open
meeting and round robin. Third floor lounge, Noyes
Center.
. 1 1 a.m. Sage Chapel Service. Father Emery Tang.
OF M Producer, St. Francis Productions. Franciscan
Communications Center, Los Angeles, Calif
7 & 9:30 p.m. 'Film. Jean Cocteau Double
Feature

at 7 & 9:30

p.m.

Blood

of a Poet

(1930):

at 7:55 & 10:25 p.m. Orpheus (1949) Statler
Auditorium. (French Film Series).
8 : 1 5 p . m . 'University Theatre Production Henry IV
Drummond Studio (See Oct. 7).

Exhibits
Willard Straight Hall Art Lending Library: Art
Lounge. 9 a.m. - 1 1 p.m. through October 1
Ohn Library History of Science Collections Wine
Making
Olin Library Rare Book Room. Gallery. Lower Level:
"Historic City Plans and Views. 1493-1802 Closes
Oct. 25.
Goldwin Smith Gallery: showing works by Betty
Greisen Show closes Oct. 1. Paintings by Debra
Dolinski. Oct 4-15. Opening Oct. 4-5-7 p.m. Gallery
hours: Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.. Saturday,
9 am -12.
Andrew
Dickson White
Museum
of Art:
"Constructivist Tendencies" until Oct. 14 "Canaletto "
and "Views of Venice", until Oct 17 Guided tours
available by appointment. Hours: Tues. through Sat.
11 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun. 1-5 p.m. Closed Monday

Cornell University Press
The following book will be published within the
week: Shklovsky: ZOO. OR LETTERS NOT ABOUT
LOVE. Edited and translated from the Russian by
Richard Sheldon. Publication date is October 4, 1971
$1000
"Admission charged.
Attendance at all events is limited to the approved
seating capacity of the hall in which they are
presented
All items for the Cornell Chronicle Calendar must be
submitted to the Office of Central Reservations,
Willard Straight Hall (either through the mails or by
leaving them at the Straight desk) at least ten days
prior to publication of the Chronicle The Calendar is
prepared for the Chronicle by the Office of Central
Reservations.

